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In line with our strategic plan The Road Ahead we decided to take a partnership
approach this year and involve as many people as possible within the CoAction
family in the production of our Annual Report.
The theme of our report this year is What Matters To Me. To this end, a number of
the people we support agreed to interview staff, managers, Board & Committee
members about their roles, responsibilities and experiences in CoAction. Other
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The intention was to get valuable input and as broad a range of perspectives
as possible from all stakeholders within CoAction. People supported, families,
staff, volunteers, employers and the HSE.
The inclusive process of arranging the interviews and putting this report
together has been a rich and rewarding experience and has given many people
the opportunity to meet, have a chat and have their voice heard.
Many thanks to all the people who participated in the process. The artists,
the photographers, the interviewers and interviewees. Their time, energy and
enthusiasm greatly contributed to providing us with invaluable insights on how
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the supports we provide to children, adults and their familes, work towards
supporting people to live the lives of their choosing.

what matters to
other supports
page 65

Finally, a special thanks to Anna Buckley, Emma Smith and Jenny Dempsey
without whom this report would not be here! Many many hours were spent coordinating, organising and editing the interviews and photographs. Mo mhíle
buíochas ó chroí leo go léir.

Gobnait Ní Chrualaoí
CEO
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Chair of the Board
Bernadette Keogh talks to
Tom Wilson, our chair

There are four committees that do the detailed
Bernadette: Can you tell us (the readers)

about your role on the Board Tom?
TOM:

I was elected Chair of the Board at the

work for the Board and the chair of each
Committee reports back to the Board on key
issues and they bring issues to the Board for
decision. The Committees are:

AGM in September 2019. I work with eight other

1. Quality and Risk – being aware of all

Trustees and we have the ultimate responsibility

the quality and safety issues including key risks

for the running of CoAction.

facing CoAction and how are they being managed;

The Board has certain responsibilities to make

overseeing the results of HIQA inspections and

sure the money we receive is spent well and spent

having an overview of incidents, accidents,

where it is most needed. We consult with senior

safeguarding referrals, complaints, concerns and

management around this. We need to show the HSE

not least all of the lovely compliments many of

where the money goes too. It is our responsibility

our staff receive.

to ensure the service is run well.

2. Finance, Audit and Buildings – Looks

I hope I make
a useful
contribution
to CoAction as
I find it very
enjoyable

R: Tom Wilson

What are the main priority
areas for the Board?
Bernadette:

for us to recruit and retain staff and therefore to
provide the services we are funded to provide. We
had a meeting with Minister Jim Daly during the year

at how we manage our money and ensuring that

TOM: The Boards priorities are as follows:

we are audited around this.

• Strategic Plan - The board is keen to ensure that

with other local politicians, particularly in the run up

3. Remuneration – Looks at the people we

we stay on track with this. It’s important that we

to the General Election which we expect to happen in

employ, how to support staff and how we can try

gather proof to show how we are following through

early 2020.

and improve our recruitment and retention of staff.

on this plan and how we are implementing it.

4. Nominations – Looks at recruiting people

• Service Arrangement - This is a document that

for the board and the four committees to ensure

sets out duties and obligations to the HSE for

we have good people at all levels and making sure

the funding we receive to provide services and

do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
Board at this time?

that we have people identified for any vacancies

supports to people and describes our legal duties
and obligations on the way we manage the services

TOM: • The Hubs - We want to further invest in creating

that are coming up in the future. For example, I
myself was recruited three years ago. Maurice

and ensure we use the resources as best as possible.

met with me and asked me some questions about

• Code of Governance - The board and senior

more buildings and staff. I think hubs are a great idea

management are working to ensure we follow the

and once extra funding is secured, we look forward to

new code. We will be soon looking at the final draft

seeing more hubs being opened.

and getting back to the charity regulator to show

• Children’s Services - The management structure

my background and experience. I have been a
member of the board for three years now. Board
members run for three years and if you want
to continue on the board you can ‘Express an
Interest’ to stay on for a second term of 3 years,
which I will be doing in 2020.
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L: Bernadette Keogh

them how we are upholding the new code.

about this and we will be organising further meetings

Bernadette: What

more hubs. To do this Gobnait and her team need to
apply to the HSE for more funding so that they can get

in Children’s Services will be changing next year

• Lobbying - The government are not paying our

and Hazel will be working with the West Cork Child

staff the same as staff in other organisations and

Development Service only. The children’s services

this is very serious as it makes it very challenging

will be managed differently. Managing change can be
7

a challenge as well as an exciting opportunity for
new ideas and finding new ways of doing things.

Bernadette: Do

you enjoy your work?

TOM: I do enjoy it. When I retired a number of years ago

company secretary’s report, 2019
CoAction west cork CLG’s governance activities
during 2019 were as follows:

• Training for new Trustees - It is important for

I didn’t think I would come to CoAction and do a similar

everyone on the Board and the Committees to be

job on a voluntary basis. It is demanding on my time so I

aware of new ways of doing things, about the Code

am lucky that I am retired and have the time to dedicate to

of Governance and about the Service Arrangement

this. I hope I make a useful contribution to CoAction as I

Annual General Meeting

with the HSE. Everyone on the Board brings their

find it very enjoyable. Whilst I am lucky that in many ways

The 2019 Annual General Meeting

own specific skills and talents. It is important that

it is similar to my old job at the same time there are a lot

and family gathering was held on the

we continue to upgrade our skills to ensure we are

of new things that I am still learning about which I enjoy.

19th September 2019 at the Béara

In my role as Chair I am fortunate that all those on the

doing our job as Trustees properly.

Bernadette: How

does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?
TOM: From previous work experience I have
seen how the need for services continue to grow,
however, financial resources don’t increase as much
as we would like them to. I have seen that working
in partnership with others can allow us to continue
to deliver a service and sometimes even provide
more. An example of working in partnership with
others can include housing. We have individuals
whom we support who are living independently
and we can work in partnership with Cork County
Council and the HSE to support people gain access
to suitable accommodation and for us to provide
the supports with funding from the HSE.
I would like to further promote what CoAction
does and to inform the wider community about
what we do so that we can further develop new
partnerships. By doing this it will show how we can
help others and how they can help us.
Sports is another great opportunity for developing
partnerships with others. CoAction is involved
in the Special Olympics, road bowling and rugby.
This promotes CoAction and gets people involved
meaningfully in their local community competitions.
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No Trustee missed more than two

Committee to supplement the skills

meetings.

required by that Committee to deal
with the increasing level of activity.
On Tuesday 3rd. December 2019

Coast Hotel, Castletownbere.

Standing Items on the
Agenda

Board have great knowledge of their own area and each

Following the AGM, the amendments

The following items are standing

Members of Friends of CoAction and

person has their own experiences which they share

to the Constitution and the

items on the monthly meeting

CoAction West Cork was held at the

and bring to the table. At the end of the day, it is my

appointment and retirement of

Agenda

Slip Centre and working groups were

job to co-ordinate everyone and make decisions so

Trustees as ratified by the Members

• Trustee only issues,

that the children, adults and their families get the best

at the AGM were notified to the

possible service and supports from the resources that

Company Registration Office.

• Conflict of Interest or Loyalty

are available to us.

disclosures (introduced in April

a joint meeting of the Boards and

agreed for implementation of the
steps identified. Sean Abbott, CEO
of Cope Foundation attended at the
invitation of the Board and provided

Retiring: Pat Holland; Martin Scully

2019)

Appointed: Brian Williams; Mary

• Reports from Board Committees.

in relation to the proposed merger.

Hegarty; Patricia Newman; Áine O

• Minutes of previous meeting held.

The HSE completed an external

term of three years and they too

Donovan

• New Policies for approval/Revision

review and the final report was

can apply to do a second term

Meetings of the Board of
Trustees

and update of existing Policies.

discussed with the Board on 26th

• CEO Report to the Board.

September.

• Date of next meeting.

The appointment of Gobnait Ní

Regular items on the Agenda for

Chrualaoí as our new CEO was

monthly meetings held in 2019

announced in February 2019.

included issues raised in the CEO

The launch of the five year Strategic

All Committee members serve a

of three years. The Nominations
Committee identifies what skills
and talents are required for each of
the different committees and the

At the first board meeting following
the AGM Reggie Chambers resigned
as Chair of the Board and Tom Wilson
was appointed to the position.

Report, budgets, funding, recruitment

Noeleen Murphy was appointed Vice

challenges and the impact of the

Board. For example, on the Finance,

Chair. Marian Barry was appointed to

lack of pay restoration on staff

Audit & Buildings Committee we

continue in the position of Company

recruitment and retention, HSE

Secretary.

correspondence, compliance issues,

have people who have experience

There were 11 meetings of the Board

Merger plans, Reports from Board
Committees.

with working with money - an

of Trustees held in 2019 on the

Accountant, Theresa and a banker,

following dates: 29th January 2019;

Planning in the area of housing,

4th February 2019; 26th February

both respite and residential has

2019; 26th March 2019;

been a regular item on the agenda

30th April 2019; 28th May 2019;

for monthly Trustee meetings. The

25th June 2019; 30th July 2019;

Board approved the appointment of

27th August 2019; 29th October

a building advisory group to assist

2019 and 26th November 2019.

the Finance, Audit and Buildings sub

Margaret.

very relevant and useful information

Plan Strategic was held on the 19th
March 2020.
All legal and procedural requirements
have been followed, including
reporting and submissions to the
Companies Registration Office,
Charities Regulatory Authority,
Revenue Commissioners and other
statutory bodies.

Marian Barry, Company Secretary
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Nominations Committee
Ellen O’Donoghue talks to Noeleen Murphy,
Chairperson of the Nominations Committee

which is a really great place to be. This means that
we have people with varying work and personal
backgrounds, skill sets and knowledge all working

Ellen: Can you tell us about your role on

the Nominations Committee?
Noeleen: As the chairperson of the Nominations
Committee my role includes chairing meetings
which take place on average four times a year
in Bantry. There are seven members on the
Committee and the CEO, Gobnait Ní Chrualaoí
also attends the meetings. I work closely with the

the person and meeting with them, they are then
offered the opportunity to meet with the CEO, the
Chair of the Board or relevant committee, if they
feel they need more information about the role,
expectations involved etc. If that all goes well and
they decide they are interested, I bring their name

also work in close collaboration with Gobnait. The
Committee members are Mary Hegarty, who is also
a Trustee and the Vice-Chair of the Committee, the

their Gárda vetting is processed and their induction
to the role begins.

What do you see as the key
challenges for the Committee at
this time?
Ellen:

external members are Anne McGrath-Coughlan

Noeleen: Two Trustees, who are also members of

and Eileen O’Shea and the Branch reps are Marian

Committees, Reggie Chambers and Mary Molloy

White, Sheila Carroll and Frank Wright. I want to

are stepping down at the next AGM having given

take this opportunity to thank Noreen Deasy who

many years’ service to CoAction. Thankfully, the

made a significant contribution on the Committee

Nominations Committee have been successful

for a number of years.

in finding two people to fill these two positions:
namely Theresa Hickey and John Murphy. When
finding new members we need to get the balance
right as people need to know what the approaching

Ellen: What

Having such talent and numbers at both Board and
Committee level provides great opportunities for
us to focus our time and energy on the strategic
priorities identified in our Strategic Plan, The Road
Ahead.

forward to the Board for approval, following which

Board of Trustees and I report back to them at
Board meetings after each Committee meeting. I

together, which provides a great balance and mix.

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?
Ellen:

Noeleen: You can take the Strategic Plan, ‘The
Road Ahead’ as a great example of this. Individuals
we support, staff, parents, individuals from the

Nominations

Committee

and Vice Chairperson of the Board. I have been
involved with CoAction for the past 9yrs in regards
to my family.

Ellen: What

do you like to do in your
spare time?
Noeleen: I am kept very busy currently with my
studies as I am undertaking a BA in Business in CIT.
I also like to go to RPM gym in Bantry when I have
the chance.

Brosnan was employed by CoAction to oversee the
development of the plan with all stakeholders, as
this offered no bias, no preconceived ideas and a
fresh perspective.

everything involved with being a Trustee.

your role?

noleen murphy

do you enjoy most about

Noeleen: I really enjoy learning about and getting
Ellen: What

do you see as the key
opportunities for the Committee at
this time?

right for the role so have they, for example, the time

Noeleen: At the moment things are very positive

to commit and the skill set and most importantly do

and we are nearly full to capacity regarding

they want to do the role. After firstly approaching

members for both the Board and the Committees,
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the

that an external consultant, Elizabeth Garry-

Noeleen: Our most important role is finding

or Board. We then need to make sure the person is

of

the plan. I also thought it was a great initiative

Ellen: What

whom they feel may be suitable for the Committee

Chairperson

provide input and to work collaboratively to develop

It can take a number of months to get to grips with

happens is existing members will suggest people

2018 and have been recently appointed the

and Committees were all given the opportunity to

role entails and not to feel overwhelmed by it all.

members of the four Committees. Usually what

Noeleen: I joined the Board of CoAction in May

local communities and members of the Board

are the most important
areas for your Committee?
suitable people to become Trustees and to become

How long have you been
involved with CoAction?

Ellen:

to know the inner workings of CoAction. I also really
enjoy feeling like I am giving back to CoAction after
everything they have done for my family. I am also
enjoying learning new skills and knowledge and
bringing my own skills to the role.

ellen o’Donoghue
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Quality & Risk Committee
Breda Moloney talks to Catherine Andrews
External Member of the Quality & Risk Committee
from all areas of CoAction services. These reports
are looked at in terms of how a particular risk is
managed, its outcome and relevant issues in
each regard. The Q&R Committee also focuses on
reviewing policies which in 2019 resulted in the
Committee delving into a wide range of policies
from across CoAction. This work involved reviewing
existing policies, raising questions and considering
changes, if any, based on information supplied.

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?
breda:

CAtherine: For

organisations

like

CoAction

working together to achieve any project success
is key. Open communication, affording equally
valued opinions and discussion is very important.
‘Working With’ is proof that a great deal has been
achieved and many successes are evident by simply

Policies are very important in providing a clear

working in this way. CoAction is a community and

framework which underpins best practice and are

communities everywhere always need to work

relevant and appropriate to each circumstance.

together.

CoAction has a wide range of very comprehensive
policies. Policy review is ongoing and meeting
national Guidelines remains a key objective of the
Quality & Risk Committee.

L: Catherine Andrews

CAtherine: I was previously a CoAction volunteer

R: Breda Moloney

Can you tell us (the reader)
about your role on the Quality and
Risk Committee?
breda:

CAtherine: I am new to the Committee, having
been proposed by the Nomination’s Committee in

What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
Quality & Risk Committee at this time?
breda:

health care, policy development, review and
implementation to the Committee. My connection
with CoAction goes back almost 30 years and now
that I am retired, I have the time and the experience
to invest in my role on this Committee.

2018 and having that nomination approved by the
Board in January 2019.
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CAtherine:

and it is really nice to be involved once more. In the
intervening years I have maintained a keen interest
in CoAction and how services have developed.
I look forward to meeting and working with my

To ensure that the quality of the

fellow Committee members and there is a sense of

supports being provided are maintained to the

fulfilment on the conclusion of each quarterly review

standard aspired to. This means having good quality

to have got through so much work. These meetings

facilities and securing all necessary professionals

also allow the Quality and Risk Committee to provide

to ensure the best service and supports are

positive feedback and acknowledge the great work

available to people.

being done by various teams within CoAction.

Opportunity, on the other hand is very much focused
on and linked to CoAction’s very comprehensive 5

The Board seeks to elect people who have different

What are the main priority areas
for the Quality and Risk Committee?

talents, skills and experience in order to broaden

CAtherine: The Quality and Risk Committee works

years is well prepared and well documented in The

the skill set of the Committee. My own background

on behalf of the Board and meets on a quarterly

is in Healthcare having worked as a Community

basis.

Nurse with the West Cork Mental Health Service

Committee receive very comprehensive reports

for many years. This brings the experience of

What do you enjoy most about
your role?
breda:

breda:

At our meetings the Quality and Risk

-year strategic plan. The pathway for the next 5
Road Ahead. I feel it is a great time to be part of
the CoAction journey with lots of opportunity for
all involved.

Policies are very
important in
providing a clear
framework
13

Finance, Audit & Buildings Committee
Emily Meagher talks to Margaret Horan
Member of the Finance, Audit & Buildings Committee

The committee is continuously looking at where we can get
the best value for money. This can involve a lot of research.

supports in our residential houses, like the house
and receive the appropriate level of support.

Can you tell us (the readers)
about your role on the committee?

EMily:

Margaret: I am on the Finance, Audit & Buildings
Committee. We meet five - six times a year. The

Margaret Horan

There are a lot of financial costs to these services
between the running of the house and the staffing
costs. It can be a challenge to find funding to
deliver these services.

committee look at the monies that CoAction gets

The Committee also looks for opportunities to

and how it is spending it. When a large amount of

provide new technical support. Providing more

money needs to be spent on something we look

developed technical support to staff will reduce

at that and analyse it to ensure that it is spent

the written administration side of staff’s workload

smartly. We then advise the Board on how the

giving staff more time to provide support to the

finance should be spent.

individuals who are supported by CoAction.

EMily:

What are the main priority areas
for your committee?

EMily:

Margaret: We receive funding from the HSE and

Margaret: Before getting involved in CoAction I

fundraisers. It’s really important that we ensure
the money is distributed evenly and fairly so that
all of the individuals whom CoAction supports get
amounts in line with their identified needs. The
committee looks at providing financial support
where it is most needed.
The committee is continuously looking at where we
can get the best value for money. This can involve
a lot of research.

What do you enjoy most about
your role?

was unaware as to how people with diverse needs
were supported. I didn’t think I would be able to
volunteer with CoAction as I didn’t see what skills I
had that I could use to be a volunteer. Then I found
out about the committee and the board and how
it is voluntary. I have loved getting to meet new
people. It has been amazing to see how much care
and support individuals in CoAction receive. I have
really enjoyed meeting so many of the individuals
in the organisation and have loved getting to
know everyone. I have enjoyed volunteering so

What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for your
committee at this time?

EMily:

Emily Meagher

Margaret: The committee has a lot of challenges.
Residential and respite services are one of these.
It is important that the individuals who avail of

14

much and it provides me with such a sense of
accomplishment.
What I would say to everyone is that anyone
can volunteer and it is an amazing experience.
Everyone in CoAction are so welcoming and
volunteering here can give you a new outlook in
life and a lovely sense of achievement.
15
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Chief Executive Officer
Melissa Collins talks to
Gobnait Ní Chrualaoí,
our Chief Executive Officer

my mission is to create
the conditions for
success for everybody
in CoAction

l: Gobnait Ní Chrualaoí

r: Melissa Collins

that everyone around the table gets to have a

Another key part of my job is to ensure that

following CoActions mission and ethos to support

say about what they might be concerned about

CoAction is working to all of the regulations and

each person to live the life of their choosing. For me

and decisions that need to be made, about what

laws of Ireland. So for example, a lot of work is

personally, my mission is to create the conditions for

the right thing to do is. It is my job to ensure that

required to get the new Code of Governance ready

success for everybody in CoAction.

everybody contributes to these discussions and

for the Charities Regulator. This is a very big and

decisions. At the end of the day, I am responsible

important job as it will help to ensure that CoAction

for ensuring that, as much as possible, we do the

is an organisation with very strong and effective

right thing for the people we support, their families,

governance into the future. As part of the Code

What are the most important
things in your role?

Gobnait: I will certainly try and tell you about my

the staff and the volunteers across all of our towns,

we will have a Code of Conduct, a corporate risk

Gobnait: I think it is very important that I listen

role Melissa.

from Clonakilty to Dunmanway, Skibbereen, Bantry

register, and work will be onging to ensure there is

and engage meaningfully with people, whomever

and back to Béara.

an effective succession plan in place for the Board,

I meet such as yourself Melissa, staff, families, the

the four Committees and managers.

senior management team, the board, the people on
the committees, the Branches, the HSE and other

Melissa: Can

you tell us about your role
on the Senior Management Team in
CoAction?

I meet very regularly with the Senior Management

Melissa:

Team (SMT), that is with Anna Buckley, Quality

Another big part of my job is to meet with the

& Training Manager, Hazel Trudgill, Manager

Board once a month and with the the four Board

I am in contact with each individual member of

for WCCDS and the Childrens Services, Mary

Committees once every 3 months. The Committees

the senior management team on a very regular

O’Donovan, the Financial Controller, Sinéad Doyle

are called, Finance, Audit & Buildings; Nominations;

basis. For example I meet very regularly with Mary

our new Director of Services, and Vikki Pettit, our

Remunerations and Quality & Risk. There are a lot

about the money, with Hazel and Sinéad about the

that people feel heard and understood.

HR Manager. The purpose of those meetings is to

of papers and reports that have to be prepared for

children and adults we support and with Anna and

A key part of my job is to make decisions…it is not

ensure that we are aware of key issues happening

each of these meetings. I have great support from

Vikki about how we can support staff better.

just enough to hear what everybody has to say. I

right across CoAction and that we make decisions

Emma and Catherine as well as from my team in

must act on what is being said. Sometimes the

that will help to fix any problems. It is important

getting everything in the post on time!

At the end of the day, my role is to ‘pull it all together’

18

to ensure that we are all going in the same direction,

agencies, the media and members of the public. It
is so important that I ask meaningful questions and

decisions I make are not easy but I still have to make

19

What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
Senior Management team at this time?

Melissa:

How does it help when CoAction
works together with other communities
agencies on projects?

Melissa:

Gobnait: I think there are some real opportunities for

Gobnait: I think this is a really important question Melissa.

now Melissa! It was lovely to be leaving the office

improvements to peoples’ lives from the development

Central to the vision for CoAction is community integration

an hour ago knowing that I was coming over to

A lot of the money that comes to CoAction for

of the Stragetic Plan The Road Ahead, which we launched

and social inclusion – local services for local needs. In my

Clonakilty to meet with you for this chat. The

the day to day supports we provide to people

in March. The process of gathering the information gave

view it is essential that we are out and about and present in

amount of paperwork and emails I have to get

comes from the HSE. It is really really important

everybody within the ‘CoAction family’ the opportunity

every village in West Cork supporting children and adults

through can be very time consuming and I find I

that I work very closely with them and keep them

to have their voice heard and to contribute to making

to actively participate and engage in everyday life in their

don’t get out meeting people as often as I would

informed of the key things that are happening

the plan what it is. Elizabeth Gary Brosnan met many

own communities where possible. In looking at the pictures

like.

within CoAction. In particular, I have very regular

many people over a period of 6 months - the people

all around me here Melissa – the Tidy Towns, local sports

communication with Jackie Daly, Miriam Tobin,

we support, families, staff, members, the Board, the

facilities, gardening groups, the Gárdaí, the ETB and other

I like when you put hard questions to me and make

Julie O’Neill and Pádraig O’Neill. I would like to take

Committees, the Branches and the HSE. We got a lot

organisations, it tells a real story of where we are at today. If

this opportunity to acknowlege and thank them for

of very rich information from the process that we were

that was 10 years ago I don’t believe these kind of pictures

the great support, guidance and advice they give to

then able to say…”ok…this is what we need to do!”

would have been on the walls. Instead I think I would have

us on an ongoing basis.

Elizabeth got a really clear picture and understanding

seen photographs of people working in a garden run by

for us of what the key issues and challenges were for

CoAction, sporting, dance and music activities being run

people and we were able to use that information to

by CoAction in CoAction buildings etc. etc. The pictures on

identify the key priorities for adults and children and

these walls tell a completely different story.

them, even when people might not always like it
or agree with it. So the more I listen and engage
with people the more I believe it helps me to make,
what I hope, are the right decisions for CoAction as
a whole.

Melissa:

their families, for our staff and for CoAction itself as an
organisation. All of this information was gathered and
from that we were able to pull out recurring themes

“

and identify the key strategic priorities for CoAction

...it is very important
that I listen...
it is not just enough to
hear what everybody
has to say. I must act on
what is being said.

“
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between now and 2023.

So what has changed? How we think has changed Melissa
and that has led to our laws changing to make our society
better. For example, the UN Convention on the Rights of
People with Disabilities is driving services and supports
to change fundamentally – from ‘exclusion’ to ‘inclusion’,

One of the main challenges for me as CEO is not being

from ‘helping’ to supporting’ from ‘charity’ to ‘human

able to put the supports and services in place for people

rights’. In the past we would have tried to be ‘all things

as quickly as I would like. Many people are under a

to all people’. So, say in CoAction, we would have sought

lot of pressure, juggling work and family obligations.

funding to set up and run our own horticulture programme.

When they ask us for help, they are very often at the

Our focus now is to go into local communities and support

end of their thether. I would like it if we could give

people to participate in local gardening projects, work in

people what they ask for ‘there and then’. Unfortunately

allotments, visit garden centres and get involved in the

however, very often it can take months and sometimes

Tidy Towns. That’s just one example Melissa but there are

years before we can actually secure the necessary

many more. In summary, fadó fadó (long ago), we thought

funding, buy or build the buildings and employ the staff

the right thing to do was to do everything for people, to

to enable us to put supports in place for people. This

keep them safe, and essentially to keep people out of

can lead to many frustrations for people, which I really

communities. Now, we think the direct opposite! Now we

understand. Not being able to be more responsive to

are supporting people to work in shops, hotels and use as

people’s needs in a timely fashion is a real challenge.

many local community facilities as possible. Supporting

.

people to live their lives!

What do you enjoy most about
your role?
Gobnait: I am enjoying chatting with you right

me account for my movements!
The ‘CoAction Family’ are a fabulous bunch of
people – the people we support, families the staff,
the Board, the Branches, the members. I love the
‘cut and thrust’ of CoAction, the energy, the passion
people feel for what CoAction is all about and
that we can challenge each other respectfully.
People are great to ask challenging questions, like
you are doing today Melissa! Also, we regularly
ask ourselves, “why are we doing it this way”, is
there another way, a better way?”. There is a great
appetite in CoAction to do the right thing and to
be open to change and looking at how we can do
things better. There is great energy and vision for
the future. The vision for CoAction is to support
people to live the lives of their choosing and in my
experience, right across CoAction, there is a huge
commitment from everyone to achieve this. It is
indeed a huge honour and privilege to hold the
position of CEO for CoAction.
Thank you Melissa for taking the time to meet with
me today.
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Financial Controller
Emily Cotter talks to Mary O’Donovan
our Financial Controller

Emily: Can

you tell us about your role
on the senior management team in
CoAction?

Mary: My role on the senior management team is

we can make better decisions when we argue
things out. Another part of my role is to support
staff and provide them with the information so
they can support other people.

mainly about finance, I am the financial controller.
So my main role is about the money and how we
use the money and I think that is a really important
role. So, on the senior management team I would

Emily: What

are the most important
things in your role?

Emily Cotter on zoom

answer questions that people have about the

Mary: I have always worked off the basis that

money, and I would also answer questions that

the money we get from the HSE is to provide

the staff have about budgets and things like that.

supports and services to people, that’s why we

I would also have to answer questions from the

get it. This has made me always work on the

board about how much money we get in, and how

understanding that we must spend that money in

we spend that money. I am also the person who

a way that works best for the people we support

explains that to the HSE, because the HSE are the

and that we can account for it in the best way

do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
management team at this time?

ones who give us the money and they want to

for people as well. So one of the most important

Mary: I think it is such an exciting time for

know how we spend it. So that would be my main

things for me is that it is fair, that the money is

CoAction with the opportunities! I love the

role, answering questions about the money, being

spent fairly and everyone is getting fair access to

strategic document The Road Ahead because it is

accountable for the money and explaining about

CoAction’s resources. It’s very important that we

what CoAction is about which is supporting people

it to people. As part of the senior management

are recording things accurately and I am giving

to live the life they choose. Sometimes services

team we have to make a lot of decisions about

very clear information, that I am accountable and

haven’t got a clear goal, but we have a really clear

other things and I would be part of that, I am able

able to explain where all the money has gone. It

goal which is supporting people to live the life they

to give my opinion about things other than money.

is important that I am clear, because sometimes

choose and I believe passionately in that. It’s also

The senior management team talk a lot of things

there is a lot of money involved, and sometimes

really good that we have this clear goal when we

through, argue different points and thrash things

we can spend a lot of money, for example on

plan things and make decisions about the money

I think one of the main challenges is pay restoration.

out so that we can make sure we are making the

transport. It is important that I can explain why we

that we have. New Directions talks about this and

Our staff don’t get paid as much as staff in other

best possible decision. This means I have to be

do this and the benefit this has for people. I think

so does the Assisted Decision Making (ADM) Act,

organisations because we don’t have the funding

brave because sometimes I have to say things that

in my role it is important to be fair, accountable

and I love that Act because it makes it clear that

yet and we think that is really unfair to staff because

other people might not like. I have to say things

and clear with information and that I continue to

people have the right to make their own decisions. I

they are amazing. They work so hard and deserve to

that I believe and I question, but there is a great

do this in a way that CoAction is trusted by the

think that’s really, really important. We can support

get paid the same as people in other organisations.

team within senior management and it means

HSE so that we can continue to get the money.

people to understand this and I think that can be

This also makes it hard for us to recruit staff and to
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Emily: What

very exciting. So, I think what’s happening in The
Road Ahead, the ADM Act and the HSE talking about
New Directions, means that people can have high
expectations for themselves and their communities.
I think these are all really exciting opportunities
and at the moment it looks like services and the
government all want the same thing, which is great.
I think it is a challenge because people need to step
up and take responsibility, so when we are talking
about people making their own decisions and living
life as they choose, we all need to be brave and
strong and take control.
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keep staff – so I’m really worried about that, but we

belong to a community then we need to be part of that

keep fighting for that whenever we can but it’s a big

community, and I think it’s really nice and important

challenge.

to feel part of our communities and to belong to a

I am also a bit worried that there might be a cut to
our funding, but if this happens then we will have to
just roll up our sleeves and be clever, innovative and
creative about how we manage anything like that. So
that is a challenge, but we have had funding cuts in
the past and everyone has pulled together and we
have been able to move forward. If this happens
again, it is really important that everybody has a
voice, and everyone is part of the decisions. The
advocacy groups will be a big part of that, and it is
important we remember the phrase ‘nothing about
me without me’. It is really important that decisions
aren’t made for people, but that people are making
the decisions themselves.

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?
Emily:

Mary: Are you involved in things in the local
community Emily ?
Emily: I guess so, yeah I do courses in the education
centre……I go there because I enjoy it

community. It’s a great way to make friends – and

Mary: What I like about my role Emily, is that I

when you make friends other things can happen - so

can have an influence and I can make sure that

if we all just keep to CoAction then we won’t meet

the money CoAction has is used in the best way

other people and we will only be doing things in

for people and that nothing is wasted or used

CoAction and there is only so many things we can do

badly, I have such respect for the money that the

in CoAction. So if we can get involved in other things

government give us for providing people with

outside CoAction then, there is so many things going

services and I know how much getting the right

on in the community, you can meet different people

support and services matters to people so I would

and make different friends and try new activities.

get really cross if I thought things were being

There is a lovely phrase that I heard a long time ago

wasted, so I like that I am able to influence that

and that is ‘if you are in traffic then you are going to

a lot. What I enjoy about my role is getting to talk

bump into something’ so if you are out and about then

and meet people, but I don’t get to do that a lot

things can start happening! So I believe passionately

anymore, we used to meet about the people’s

that people should be part of their community. I really

choice fund and I used to enjoy that a lot, but

believe we need to contribute to our community,

it’s not my job to meet people but I do enjoy it

because communities are always really good to each

whenever I get the chance to do it. Another thing I

other and communities are really good to CoAction

like about my role is being able to solve problems

with fundraising and things like that it’s a great feeling

for example if we needed to find money for a new

Emily: yeah Like N…. and I…. and Oh…..
Mary: So, I think it’s really important that we make
links with other groups in the local community. If we
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solving those problems and finding solutions to
problems, I also like being able to solve problems
for staff say if they had a problem with payroll or
their tax, I like to solve the problems and do things
like that – I prefer to be doing that than telling
the HSE what we have done with the money but
there you go. I like that in CoAction that we can be
creative and flexible in how we do things and we
don’t just keep doing the same thing, I really like
that about my role.

How long have you worked in
CoAction?
Emily:

Mary: My! I have worked in CoAction for 23 years
isn’t that an awfully long time? I am retiring in 2021
and I have loved working with CoAction, which has
grown so much since I started working here.

people have a great opportunity to do that.
So that is one of the things I think is really important
about making links with other community groups.
We are all part of a community, and if we belong to a
community then we have to be part of that community.

Emily Yes, iPad course.

Emily?

service and manage money for a new service I like

when you make a contribution to your community and

Mary: Is that in Dunmanway?

Mary: Are there other people doing those courses

What do you enjoy most about
your role?
Emily:

“

if you are out
and about
then things can
start happening!

“

We are all part of a
community...and if we
belong to a community
then we have to be part
of that community.

Mary O’Donovan on zoom
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human resources
Kathy Lehane talks to Vikki Petitt, our HR Manager
What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
management team at this time?

Kathy:

Challenges: Recruitment is always a challenge,

vikki: It greatly helps to build and maintain links

with regard to a timing perspective which,

within the communities CoAction are a part of.

are the most important
things in your role?

clearance for Garda vetting contributes to. Getting

This then enables the people we support to be

enough suitable candidates and ensuring there are

involved in more activities outside of CoAction
hours, as part of the wider community rather than

Can you tell us about your role
on the Senior Management Team in
CoAction?

Kathy: What

vikki: Ultimately, the most important aspect of

no gaps with staffing.

vikki: My job mainly consists of dealing with staff

my job is ensuring there is enough staff to support

The lack of pay restoration is a huge challenge

from all areas in CoAction in regards any concerns,

the people who use our service, this means

currently which again links back to recruitment of

issues etc. they may have or if they are applying

ensuring there are no gaps in the service and that

new staff and of course affects our current staff

for further training. Another large area of my job

recruitment is carried out in a timely fashion to

and the inequity they are experiencing as a result.

consists of recruitment, so that is being a member

fill any vacancies. Another important part of my

of interview panels, dealing with prospective

role is ensuring staff are happy and that they get

employees/candidates and ensuring they have all

an answer to any issues, concerns etc. they may

the relevant information they need in relation to

have and a reason. Therefore, staff knowing that

their position, overseeing Contracts of Employment

they have access to me and can communicate with

and ensuring job descriptions are reflective and up

me either face to face or via email etc. is crucial

to date. Another area of my job concerns setting out

to ensure the continued supports of both staff

policies which will be used within CoAction. I also

and the people who use the service. I have run HR

attend Senior Management Meetings which happen

Clinics in the past in the different areas so staff can

every 2-4 weeks, Employee Forum meetings with

talk to me on a face to face basis rather than just

representatives of staff from all areas to discuss and

always on phone or email.

Kathy:

try to answer any questions or concerns that staff
in the different areas may be experiencing. I meet
regularly with Area Managers to ensure the staff and
very importantly the people we support, are happy
and satisfied as that is our overall goal and mission
within CoAction. I support all Managers regarding any
HR related queries which they may have.

I enjoy finding
creative ways
of working

Another factor is CoAction cover a large area, as it is
quite geographically spread it can make it slightly

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?

with CoAction in isolation, so lends itself to a
whole life approach. This in turn enables people
to meet a wider array of different people they may
not have met otherwise. It also enables CoAction
to see how other groups approach things and
allows CoAction to share resources with others.

more challenging to ensure I visit all other centres

Opportunities: Currently the implementation

What do you enjoy most about
your role?

of the strategic plan is a massive opportunity for

vikki: The part I enjoy most is dealing with

CoAction to align its strategy to ultimately support

different people and assisting them to solve

the people who use our service in the best way

problems and overcome challenges. I enjoy finding

possible. The HR Clinics are a great opportunity to

creative ways of working and solving problems/

help build relationships with our staff in different

issues and ensuring any problems/issues are fixed

areas and to make sure that they have access to me

and don’t happen again. I also love working with

as the HR Manager not only over email or phone

the overall CoAction team: the people we support,

but from a face to face perspective. We are also

staff and management and the community ethos

exploring opportunities or attending career fairs

this results in.

as regularly as possible.

Kathy:

in various colleges and also establishing links with
further education providers. By doing this we are
which we face, not only now but looking at

How long have you been HR
Manager in CoAction?

establishing those relationships into the future.

vikki: I have been the HR Manager since July

hopeful will help with any recruitment challenges

Kathy:

2018, so just over a year. I am really enjoying my
role and the different challenges, opportunities
that arise as part of it and also I enjoy being able
to contribute to such an amazing organisation.
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l: Kathy Lehane
r: Vikki Petitt
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Children’s Services / WCCD
Aoife O’Sullivan talks to Hazel Trudgill, our
Director of Children’s Services / Manager WCCDS

Can you tell us about your role
on the senior management team in
CoAction?

hazel: I attend Senior Management Team meetings

Why do you think it is
important for CoAction to make
links with other groups in the
community?

once every 2/4 weeks. They last about 2/3 hours and

hazel: We are very lucky as we have great

we discuss all issues to do with the work of CoAction.

relationships with all the other services in

We make decisions on policies, procedures, discuss

the West Cork such as Túsla, the HSE, Enable

issues relating to the service, etc. There are six of us

Ireland and others. Tusla have a service called

on the Senior Management Team.

‘Meitheal’ which is a great way of helping

aoife:

aoife:

families. We work closely with CAMHS (Child

What are the most important
things in your role?
aoife:

hazel: At the moment I have two roles. I manage

and Adolescent Mental Health Services) and we
provide shared care to some families. We work
very closely with Enable Ireland to support
children with physcial difficulties.

L: Aoife O Sullivan

the West Cork Child Development Serivce (WCCDS)
and I manage the CoAction services for children
with Eileen Murray. These services include Respite,
Home Support, Summer Camps and Saturday Clubs.

hazel:

What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
management team at this time?
aoife:

That is a tough question Aoife…! I

really love working with the parents. In my
present role as Manager I am not working with
children anymore, unlike when I was a Speech
and Language Therapist. I work mostly with staff

hazel: We have a lot of services to manage and so

now and also help with the Parent’s Forum. We

the Team has a lot of work to make sure we make

have three meetings a year and invite everyone

the right decisions that will improve services. This

from our 730 West Cork families to attend. We

is one of the main challenges. The five year plan

send them a webtext to advise them and hold

is a great help as it gives us clear direction on the

our meetings in Dunmanway for 1½ hours. We

way we want to go - so lots of opportunities! My

have an invited speaker followed by an open

role will be changing in 2020/2021 and I will just

discussion. I really enjoy helping the parent

manage the WCDDS and not the CoAction services

representatives to run those meetings. I can see

going forward and so it will be challenging trying

that parents like meeting other parents as they

to make sure I do the handover of services well.

really support each other and I enjoy facilitating
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R: Hazel Trudgill

What do you enjoy most
about your role?
aoife:

things like that. I also enjoy the frontline work I do
with parents, dealing with queries, complaints,
etc where I can signpost them to other services
or to their keyworker within CoAction. A big part
of my job is managing referrals into the service
which I also very much enjoy. Lastly I really enjoy
being part of the senior management team as I

I enjoy facilitating
parents meeting
other parents

think we are a very dynamic group. We challenge
each other in a very respectful manner and in
that way we learn a lot from each other which
helps us in striving to provide the best possible
services and supports to the children, adults and
their families.
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director of services

are provided in Skibbereen look different to those

Noel Deasy talks to Sinéad Doyle
our Director of Services

provided in Castletownbere but the type of supports
provided work equally well for the people in each
area. It is wonderful that the people that work here
are so involved and committed to the people we
support. Despite the lack of pay parity with other

Can you tell us about your job as
Director of Services?
noel:

sinéad: As Director of Services, I have responsibility
for the management of Services in CoAction

from the HSE. We are also working on the priorities

services, CoAction enjoys a high retention rate of

from our Strategic Plan “The Road Ahead”. When

staff so that means staff develop meaningful and

this plan was developed, everyone involved with

trusting relationships with the people we support. It

CoAction was spoken to, so we would learn what

is fabulous that everyone in the service gets a say and

is important to people in the development of the

I manage all the Area Managers like Carolann,

has a voice as some of the best ideas come from the

services. It is part of my job to make sure that my

Siobhan, Dave and Denise. They help to run the

people we support and their families.

team are working to this plan.

service in each of the areas including Clonakilty,

What do you see as the biggest
test to the management team?

How does it help CoAction when
it works with other community agencies
on projects?

coordinator, the advocate and the HomeShare team.

sinéad: The biggest test to the management team

sinéad: It gives us so many opportunities for the

We make sure that day services and the houses

is that it is such a big organisation geographically.

people we support to live their lives in their own

run really well for people we support. We ensure

There needs to be managers, co-ordinators and

communities and to be part of their communities. By

that the people we support get to live their lives

leaders in the different areas as the organisation is

working together on projects, it allows people to be

how they want to live them. It is my job to create a

so spread out. West Cork is a big place! It can be very

actively involved in communities. It is important that I

culture of listening to the people we support and to

hard to make sure that we have the best services in

support my staff team to have time to develop these

make sure all the staff in CoAction are supported to

all areas but this is what we are striving to achieve

relationships and use the social capital to further

listen to the people we support. I make sure that we

every day. Another challenge then is getting the

enhance those opportunities for people. For example,

as a team hear what people say and act on it.

right amount of funding to run these services, that’s

we have a great relationship with the Civil Defence

why it’s really important that we work closely with

who help and look out for us during storms here in

the HSE and meet them regularly.

Skibbereen and you have helped to develop that

Dunmanway, Bantry, Castletownbere and here
in Skibbereen. I also manage and support other
staff such as the community nurse, the volunteer

What is the most important part
of your job?
noel:

noel:

noel:

relationship Noel, because you volunteer with them.

to. It is important to listen to any issues that you

What do you see as the best
opportunities for the management
team?

What do you enjoy most about
your job?

may have Noel or any of the people we support. It

sinéad: One of the best opportunities is that

is my job to make sure that we have a service that

sinéad: It is things like this interview that I enjoy the

because we are so spread out we have places

suits you, here in Skibbereen, but also a service

most, getting to meet with the people we support. I

throughout West Cork and that we are our own

that suits the people we support in other areas like

enjoy working with people and ensuring CoAction can

organisation. We have a lot more autonomy to

Castletownbere, Bantry, Clonakilty and Dunmanway

provide the opportunities and supports for people to

design services to suit people’s needs in each area.

also. So it’s important to listen to everyone. I work

be successful in life. In my role I need to ensure there

It is great that the services in each area can be so

with the senior management team and the HSE

is a culture of openness, so that people can explore

different and that each area can be different in

to ensure that CoAction are providing the best

what their goals in life are and make plans to achieve

order to be responsive to the particular supports

possible supports within the allocated funding

them in a way that suits each person. It is my job to

that people need. For example the supports that

make sure that is the culture of CoAction and that we

sinéad: The most important part of my job is to
ensure that the people we support are listened

noel:

noel:

are all, staff, volunteers and the people we support,
30

Sinéad Doyle

working towards this.

Noel Deasy
When Noel was asked by Sinéad if there was
anything he would like to add he said that he
agreed that talking was important and that
people in charge need to talk more to people.
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Quality & training
Andrew Buttimer talks to Anna Buckley
our Quality and Training Manager

Can you tell us about your
role on the Senior Management
Team in CoAction?

andrew:

anna: I am the Quality and Training Manager
with CoAction. My role consists of organising
training for staff so they can have the best skills
to support you and others Andrew, and also make
improvements in these supports as we all keep
learning. Because I am a member of the Senior
Management Team (SMT), I attend meetings
every 3 weeks where a lot of decisions are made

What are the most important
things in your role?

anna: The important things about my role are

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?

finding out what people want and how we as staff

anna: It is our priority to maintain and increase

can support this in the best way possible. This is

opportunities to access community resources for

why Quality and Training are so important to me.

the people we support. To be part of the community

As an organisation, we have been involved in two

is really important. Sourcing employment and

big self- evaluation projects. These are called, The

supporting people to go to work is so important.

Person Centred Planning Framework Project and

The more we work with other people and groups

The New Directions Easi-Tool Process. From this

in the communities where we live, the better we

we have an action plan for each area which we are

get to know them, and they get to know us too. We

working on. What is really important and exciting

all have a lot to offer in our communities and it is

in my role at the moment is promoting the Assisted

getting out there and building relationships will

Decision Making Capacity Act. That means us, as

support us to do that.

andrew:

staff, learning to really listen to ye, and support
ye to have enough information to make your own
decisions about your life.

Quality audits, which check that we are doing

Andrew Buttimer

the best we can in all areas. A big part of my role
is working with staff to talk through challenges
and figure out new ways of doing things.

anna: Our strategic Plan, The Road Ahead is both

andrew:

an opportunity and a challenge. It’s really good

forward. It is a challenge too though, because we
must now all work together and do what we said

Anna buckley

funding cut, interested organisations from all over
and talk to the government. In these cases working

it together and deciding what we want to do going
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everywhere in the country, such as the threat of a

What do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
management team at this time?

andrew:

because so many people were involved in putting

The important things
about my role are
finding out what
people want

Sometimes when there is a big problem, that affects

the country get together and work on it together,

about how we get things done. I also do a lot
of report writing and research. I am involved in

andrew:

we would do. The development of the advocacy

together can help a lot.

What do you enjoy most
about your role?

anna: I love meeting people, I really enjoy working
with staff discussing any problems which arise and
finding solutions together. I work with a great team
and my work is really interesting, I enjoy it all really.

groups is a great opportunity, because more people
are learning how to speak up for themselves and
others. Lots of other things are also being learned.
Like how to take turns to speak, how to listen to
each other, and who to go to talk about a problem,
or to ask for something.
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Image credit: Mairead O’Sullivan

what
matters
to our
ch i ld r e n ’ s s e r v i c e s
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children’s services
Margaret Hayes talks to a Parent of a child
in a mainstream Primary school

margaret:

James Hurley celbrates a good shot

How is Jimmy getting on in school?

Jimmy is five and a half years old now. He is attending Barryroe National School and is
doing very well. There are only 12 children in his class which I feel helps him. Jimmy was
born with Down Syndrome and has received services from CoAction and WCCDS since
he was born. He has a full time SNA and accesses a learning support teacher so he has a
lot of support to assist his learning. He has made lots of friends and his classmates are
very supportive to him. He enjoys all aspects of the school day and particularly loves
music and dancing with his peers in the classroom. In the school yard he is the ‘King of
the Castle’, a very popular little boy.
margaret:

What are the challenges?

Originally we, as his parents, were doing the homework for him as he found the
homework difficult. We then worked together with the school staff and decided that it
was better to limit the homework. The school are excellent at meeting his individual
needs and with advice from his Key Worker Margaret Hayes and the WCCDS staff, have
implemented movement breaks throughout the day and other strategies to help his
learning. The school also has a sensory room and a sensory garden where he can go to
with his SNA to help him regulate himself. Jimmy also has a toileting routine at school as
he is not completely toilet trained. The school staff are very accommodating by assisting
with his programme around toileting.

butterfly camp dance, summer camp 2019

margaret:

Do you find the school staff supportive?

I couldn’t speak highly enough of them right down from the School Principal to Class
teacher, Learning Support Teacher and SNA.
margaret:

What does Jimmy enjoy most at school?

He loves the social aspect, he loves meeting people, music and the school routine.
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summer camp 2019

children’s services

children’s services

Margaret Hayes talks to Colette Buttimer,
a Home Support Worker, CoAction

Deirdre Jones Harte talks to Caitríona Crowley,
a Parent of a child who accesses an activity
in a local community facility

L: Margaret Hayes
R: Colette Buttimer

How are you doing with
carrying out goals with Mary?
margaret:

colette: Very good. Both Mary and I look
forward to meeting up each week. I have known
her since she was aged 3 years old and it’s been
a privilege to see her progress through the
years and develop into a teenager. When we
meet once a week to provide support for Mary,
she likes to tell me her news of the week and
general chat about what’s happening at home
and school. To assist Mary with achieving her
goals I use Visual Schedules and social stories.
I have a programme from the Clinical Nurse
Specialist which incorporates the priorities for
Mary and her family.

Can you tell me about the
activities you do with Mary?
margaret:

colette: Mary likes to engage in community
activities such as trips to the library, shops,
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the playground and the coffee shop to name but a
few. On these trips Mary is learning social skills and is
interacting with her community. While she is at home
she has a large garden with lots of adventure equipment
where she likes to play. This activity helps Mary to
self-regulate. One of Mary’s favourite play activities is
creative and imaginative play. She likes to dress up in
costumes and act out going to a restaurant and creating
menus. We have many “fine dining experiences” in the
garden.
margaret: How

do you respond when
something unexpected happens?
colette: Normally, I like to prevent this kind of
situation from happening by talking Mary through the
evening schedule in advance. In the event of something
unexpected happening, I ensure she is safe, then talk her
through using visuals “First” and “Then”, try redirecting
her to a safe place or an activity of interest. Mary responds
very well to praise and reinforcing positive behaviour.
I also like to teach her about consequences as this is
sometimes very difficult as a concept to learn. I always
like to use a level of language that she comprehends
and I keep my language clear and at her level.
margaret:

your job?

What do you enjoy most about

How did you select the
community activity for your child?

deirdre:

caitríona: We chose swimming as our activity.
I had heard about the benefits of swimming and
the hydrotherapy pool from the event organiser
and I had completed a community course on
what exercises to do with Gavin. Following
the completion of the course we attended the
pool in Dunmanway to work on what had been
suggested to me.

deirdre: Did

you have clear
communication with the organiser of
the community activity?
caitríona: We were given a sheet on the
recommended exercises for Gavin at the stage he
was at and more advanced ones for when Gavin
became more able.

deirdre: Did you find the facilities/
environment to be safe/suitable?
caitríona: We mainly used the baby pool for
our exercises, it was a good depth and had a
nice amount of steps to work on our exercises

which the hydro pool was lacking. The pool was
well equipped with toys to use and the changing
facilities were excellent with a private changing
area with a shower, height adjustable changing
table and chairs to strap Gavin into so that he was
safe while I was showering.

deirdre: Were

staff accommodating to
your child’s requirements?
caitríona: The staff were very friendly and very
accommodating to Gavin’s needs and even made
additional suggestions.

deirdre: Did

activities?

your child enjoy the

caitríona: Gavin loved the activity and looked
forward to returning each week. There were other
children in the group both younger and older and
Gavin loved the sessions.

deirdre: Would you consider this
activity for your child in the future?
caitríona: Yes we will be returning to swimming
once the pool reopens.

colette: I love my work and the job satisfaction I get
every day. I feel blessed with the amazing children that
I meet along the way and what they teach me about
life. I endeavour to look at things through the eyes
of the children I work with and thereby enriching the
interaction I have with them.
margaret:

What are the challenges?

colette: The job presents with challenging moments
when working with children with behaviour and
sensory difficulties, but this is something I see as part
of my everyday work. It teaches me new skills and how
to respond with compassion and empathy. This in turn
enriches me as a person and as a professional.
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children’s services
Isolda O’Connor talks to a Parent of a child
who accesses Children’s Services/WCCDS

isolda:

Please tell me about your son?

His name is John and he is 14 years old now.

What services do you receive
from CoAction and the West Cork
Child Development Services?
isolda:

We have been receiving services for many years,
since John was 2 years old. We have received
Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, Speech &
Language Therapy, Psychology and Clinical Nurse
Specialist services. John has attended Saturday
Clubs and Summer Camps.

isolda: Have you participated in a
Family Service Plan Meeting?
Yes, we had an FSP [Family Service Plan]
meeting the year before John was due to move
to secondary school. This was very helpful and
there was a very clear plan to make sure John had
everything in place for his transition to secondary
school. The transition went very smoothly. The
WCCDS team were very involved in linking with us
and the school to make sure John had a seamless
transition.

isolda:

Please can you tell me about
John’s experience of the CoAction
Summer Camp and Saturday Club?

We have had a keyworker since we first started
with the service. We know we can ring this staff
member for advice and support and she will link
us to other members of the team as needed.

He particularly loves the social side of the camp
and club. He enjoys it very much. He enjoys the
outings, especially trips to cafes. He has made firm
friends over the years that he has been attending.
He has been going since he was seven years old
and knows all the children and staff.

Please can you tell me
about your experience of having a
keyworker?

isolda:

ryan burke & josh younkin
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teen fun with scarecrow entry

What matters to us - the hse
In late 2018 and into 2019, Disability Services in Cork
and Kerry embarked upon a substantial piece of work
together with our partners in Service Providers to

Disability Services
with Cork Kerry
Community
Healthcare

review existing services and identify the level of need
in order to use this information to plan locally for the
The Disability Services team, led by the Interim

Gobnait Ní Chrualaoí
talks to Jackie Daly,
Interim Head of
Disability Services with
Cork Kerry Community
Healthcare

Head of Services is responsible for:

Can you tell us (the Readers)
about your role in the HSE?

• 	Providing information and guidance to people

Jackie: My current role is Interim Head of Disability

• Implementing national policies and directives

Services with Cork Kerry Community Healthcare. I

such as: The Framework for the management

began working as the General Manager in Disability

of Residential Placements; Transforming

Services with responsibility for the Cork and Kerry

Lives Policy; New Directions; and Progressing

region in early 2017 and have since moved to the

Disabilities Services (PDS) Policy.

Gobnait:

role of the Interim Head of Disability Services,
which is a new role within our structures . A key part
of my role is to ensure that any available funding
is allocated in a transparent and equitable way to
allow Disability Services be responsive to people

• Implementation of and monitoring of Service
Level Arrangements

• 	Oversight of service provision

seeking services

• Maintaining information systems including:
Disability Services Assessment Management
	Tool (DSAMT) and National Ability Support
System (NASS)

services within the limited availability of resources.

residential services, respite services and

The General Manager role is more operational in

home supports within resources available.
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Services for the region.

each year

• Arranging pathways for emerging needs for

Services requires a more strategic focus.

lead to a Multi Annual Plan for Residential and Respite

• Facilitating the School leavers’ process

using our services and to support people in need of

nature, the role of the Interim Head of Disability

future. Whilst not complete as yet, the outcome will

What are the main priority
areas for HSE Disability Services?

Gobnait:

Jackie: Cork Kerry Community Healthcare (CKCH)
provides and funds a range of services for people
with an intellectual/physical and sensory disability
and or autism. Services are provided either directly

enable people
with disabilities
achieve their full
potential, living
ordinary lives in
ordinary places

or in partnership through the Service Arrangement
process

with

non-statutory

organisations

to

enable people with disabilities achieve their full
potential, living ordinary lives in ordinary places, as

or to an individual with a disability and complex

independently as possible while ensuring the voice

needs. Therefore a specialized disability service

of people supported and their families are heard

for persons with such disabilities is required to

and involved in planning and improving services to

meet this need. Disability Services in Cork and

Disability Services, which are compliant with

meet their needs. Mainstream health services may

Kerry engage primarily with Section 38 and 39

regulation and national policy in St. Raphaels

not be best placed to provide supports for those

Voluntary service providers to deliver specialist

Centre Youghal.

with a moderate to profound intellectual disability,

services.

• 	The HSE also directly provide Residential
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Gobnait: What

do you see as the key
challenges and opportunities for the
HSE at this time?

Jackie: There are a number of factors to be
considered in terms of the challenges for the HSE
at this time which include; a growing population of

gaps, to develop service responses, to address

• In a general sense, seeing services reconfigure

crises, and to plan for the future. Everyone

to provide better access to better quality

benefits from the shared learning at these fora

services

but ultimately, the collaborative efforts result
in better outcomes and services for the people
using our services.

and the fact that people often present with more

Section 38 and 39 Providers, there are in excess

complex needs. These, together with the lack of

of 1,100 Residential Placements within the region

structured investment in residential and home

Home Support: In 2019 242,329 hours of

supports over a number of years, have presented

home support were delivered to people with a
disability in Cork and Kerry
Respite: In 2019 respite services were delivered
in the form of:

a large scale challenge in terms of providing the
right service in the right place at the right time.
In late 2018 and into 2019, Disability Services
in Cork and Kerry embarked upon a substantial
piece of work together with our partners in Service

• 	Overnight Respite (21,780 nights),

Providers to review existing services and identify

• Day Only Respite (2,827 sessions)

the level of need in order to use this information

• Alternative Respite services were delivered

to plan locally for the future. Whilst not complete

		 in the format of After Work Programs,

as yet, the outcome will lead to a Multi Annual

		 Saturday Clubs and Equestrian Clubs.

Plan for Residential and Respite Services for the

• Additionally, in 2019, a Cork regional

region. While funding is not available at this time

		 respite service was part-funded and part-

to implement this plan, this work will ensure that

		 opened at CoAction.

Cork Kerry Community Healthcare is prepared to

Day Services: CKCH provides Day Services to
330 new School Leavers joining day services
each year.
Assessment of Need Disability Act 2005: CKCH
receive 1,100 applications per year. A current
priority for Disability Services Cork Kerry
Community Healthcare is the reconfiguration
of Children’s Disability Services to ensure
equity of access for children to the services
that they require.

Jackie: My utmost priority is for the health and

our region.

wellbeing of the people with a disability in Cork

be completed in order to extend or improve the
services we provide for people with a disability.
There are many challenges associated with doing
my job well, and it is important to acknowledge
that my team and I cannot currently respond in
the way we would wish to all of the needs that
exist. That said, any enjoyment derived from
my job is intrinsically linked to achieving better
outcomes for people with a disability in the
region, which has included:

Transforming Lives Project,

How does it help when
organisations like CoAction work
together on projects?

• seeing wait lists in the Assessment of Need

Jackie: I believe very strongly that collaboration is

much needed targeted interventions for them.

a key component of what makes a team successful.

Having, that said, there is much more work to be

My team and I depend on the input of our service

done to reduce the waiting lists even further.

contribute their expertise for the benefit of our
shared objectives. We are fortunate to have a wide
on how to implement policy, to identify service

extend services to those that need them within

we set out a number of milestones and tasks to

live ordinary lives in ordinary places under the

providers such as CoAction to come together and

national structures for the necessary funding to

and Kerry. Every year in our Operational Plan

available in the future.

range of experience at the table for discussion
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will allow. We continue to advocate through our

• seeing people moving into the community to

Gobnait:

we will strive to do the same and more for the

What do you enjoy most
about your job?

Gobnait:

respond when any additional funding that becomes
approximately 3,500 people with approximately

outcomes for our service users in recent years,
future in so far as the resources allocated to us

people with disabilities, longer life expectancies
Residential Services are provided through

My team and I have achieved a number of positive

process reduce which means that children have

I believe very
strongly that
collaboration is
a key component
of what makes a
team successful.

earlier access to a statement of what their health
needs are. This allows us to begin to provide

• seeing our day service users transition to a
new model of service designed so that people
with disabilities have the widest choice and
options about how to live their lives and how to
spend their time
45

Image credit: Gordon Moxley RT Bantry

what
matters
to our
ad u lt s e r v i c e s
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Self-Advocacy Groups
Bernadette McCarthy talks to Paul, Emily and Damien
from the Dunmanway self-advocacy group

“

up for yourself’, ‘for what you want’, ‘to improve

you get enough help
to understand things, and support to
deal with problems?

things in CoAction, make sure you are happy about

Emily Damien, & Paul: We have staff helping us

the supports you get’. The group also ‘helps others

to understand about the self-advocacy groups.

to speak, it’s a team effort to be fair’.

So they help us with how to deal with issues

bernadette:

We have proud
moments when
we get things done

What does an advocate do?

Emily Damien, & Paul: An advocate is ‘speaking

“

Emily, Damien and Paul

and to go up the ladder. Chloe and Cónal are
bernadette: Can

you tell me about
the kinds of things you do as a selfadvocate?
Emily Damien, & Paul: We help others to speak

within CoAction. A self-advocacy group is made up of a group of people
who use a service. They meet on a regular basis – in CoAction, they
meet every two weeks. Their main focus is to talk about things they

supporting us with advocacy and they help us.
They are friendly people and we can go to them
when we have a question’.

voice. We talk to managers and staff about what

there anything else
you can tell me about advocacy?

we want. We found out about the Buddy system,

Emily Damien, & Paul: We don’t want stress

Home Share and respite and other things.

and like peace and quiet. The staff encourage

up for themselves. We also help others to have a

2019 marked the expansion and development of advocacy groups

bernadette: Do

bernadette: Is

us to speak up for ourselves and to try out new
bernadette: Is

advocacy important to
you? Can you tell me why?

Emily Damien, & Paul: It is because we need to
talk and we get to ask for what we want. We are

things like courses in the ETB (Cork Education
Training Board) and do different things in town.
It makes us proud of ourselves when we do.

want that will improve the supports they receive, they learn about

interested in self-advocacy and we follow up

advocacy, their rights and they learn how to collectively support

on things by going step by step back and forth

is your favourite
achievement as self-advocate?

with different issues. It is important to us to have

Emily Damien, & Paul: We spoke up for our

independence and responsibility. We have proud

rights and get to make choices. We tell staff what

moments when we get things done. This group

we want and what we don’t want. We said we

empowered and encouraged to have an input into the way they are

keeps us focused and to stay positive and to be

want a new bus and car. We are proud of writing

involved. We get to know each other better with

a big long letter and sending it to the managers.

being supported. Within CoAction at present there are self-advocacy

the group and help staff to understand what a

We plan to talk to management and the CEO

person wants if they can’t talk for themselves.

about getting paid to do panel interviews. We

each other to have their voices heard. The self-advocacy groups are

groups in Clonakilty and Dunmanway. It is hoped that this will extend
to other areas in 2021.
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bernadette: What

speak up for ourselves and others and we are
proud of helping our friends to have a voice.
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david O’Regan

transitioning to adult services
CarolAnn Corkery talks to Clare, mother of David
and Mary, mother of Michelle.
both david and michelle have recently transitioned
from Children’s to Adult services
How was the transitioning
experience for you and your family?

Did you feel that you had
enough information about options in
Adult Services?

carolann:

carolann:

clare: David’s transition to adult services was a very
pleasant experience for David and myself, thanks to
the cooperation between Laura and the staff at Coláiste
Phobail Bantry and the staff at PosAbilities, CoAction.
Visits to the services in Skibbereen started 7/8 months
before Davie fully commenced at PosAbilities. This
transition started with regular short trips. David liked
the routine and the build up to becoming an adult.

clare: Yes, I did feel that I had enough information
having explored other options in adult services.
I felt I had found the right fit for us and a place
where David was happy to go.
mary: I met CoAction about options as it was
being discussed as to whether Michelle should
attend the main day centre or the ASD specific day

Can you tell me what would
have improved the experience?

carolann:

clare: I think we all did everything possible
to make the experience as good as it could be.
Having had the good experience getting to where
we are now it is important to carry on particularly
in the pairing of staff working with David. David
has formed a bond with Cáit in particular and
Paddy and I feel in hiring of new staff they should
listen to and learn from them to avoid setbacks
which could have a negative impact on David’s
life.

mary: Before CoAction, Michelle attended a class

centre in Skibbereen. From discussing the options,

within a mainstream school. Michelle was very

Michelle began in the main centre in Skibbereen,

well supported with the transition from primary

which is working very well. CoAction supported us

mary: No, once we were informed that Michelle

by giving us the information we needed to make

had a placement and the funding was approved

the right decision.

for her support. That was great to know. We knew

to

secondary

education.

The

transitions

were

wonderfully done. In CoAction, the transition to the
day centre was done gradually and allowed Michelle

her needs would be met while at the day service.

to build her confidence in the new setting. Michelle
got an opportunity to meet and get to know the staff
supporting her. The only issue with Michelle moving
from school to an adult day service was that transport
was no longer provided for Michelle. Michelle had
transport to and from school and this was no longer
available. This means that Michelle has to be dropped
and collected each day which can be difficult.

“
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carolann:

change?

Did your child enjoy the

clare: Yes, David enjoyed the change to adult
services giving him more choices to do what he
likes and getting out in the community more
often. Doing fun things, enjoying life and he looks
forward to going there.
mary: Yes, Michelle enjoys coming to CoAction

It is really important to
begin transition early.
Eight months is fine,
not too late or too early.

and is happy. Michelle’s needs, both socially and
medically are being met while at the day service.

“

michell and
Mary O’Driscoll

carolann:

say?

Anything else you’d like to

clare: For other families it is really important to
begin transition early. Eight months is fine, not too
late or too early. Regular visits are important to
give our young people time to get used to change
and make it a pleasant experience. Don’t give
up if things aren’t going well change a little at a
time and see what suits and also be aware that
sometimes like all of us, our sons and daughters
have people they get on better with and some
they will not.
mary: Michelle had a person-centred planning
meeting in CoAction Day Centre and these are
important as they set goals for Michelle to work
on in different areas like life skills. It’s important
that these goals are implemented.
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employment services
Denise O’Sullivan, service co-ordinator talks to
Áine McCarthy, Employee, Scent of Tora Florist
Main Street, Castletownbere

denise: Can you tell me about your job? What
kind of things do you do at work?
áine: I work in Scent of Tora flower shop in Castletownbere
every Thursday morning with Peter the owner. I tidy the plants,
clean the shelves in the flower shop. I plant plants into pots
and then price them. I always keep busy.
denise:

What are the best things about this job?

áine: I love doing the cleaning and watering the plants and
flowers. Working with Peter and seeing all the lovely flowers
& arrangements.
denise:

work?

Tell me about the people you meet at

áine: I meet my boss Peter and lots of customers buying
flowers.

Áine McCarthy

employment services
Rosie Murphy, CoAction Job Coach talks to Peter tora,
owner of Scent of Tora Florist Main Street,
Castletownbere
How long has Áine been working

Who do you talk to if you have a
problem at work?

here?

áine: I talk to Peter Tora my boss, I also tell Rosie in CoAction.

peter: Since November 2018

Why do you think having a job is
important?

Rosie:

denise:

denise:

áine: I learn lots of new things, dress properly for my work, get
my pay and meet people.

Is there anything staff can do to make it
better for you at work?

Rosie:

What does Áine bring to the team?

peter: Áine is a very hardworking lady. She is always
willing to do jobs that I ask her to do and never says
no. Áine is a lovely person, polite to me and my
customers and always has a smile on her face while at
work.

denise:

áine: That staff know I wear hearing aids and that they need to
speak slowly and face me when talking.
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Rosie: How do CoAction support you as
an employer?
peter: Rosie from Co Action was the person who
supported Áine to apply for the job here. She checks
in often and is always at the other end of the phone
should I need her.

Rosie: Were there any challenges to
overcome initially?
peter: Absolutely none, the introduction was very
clear and Áine settled in with ease immediately.
Rosie: Has employing Áine been a
positive experience?
peter: Absolutely I am thrilled to have Áine work
with me.
Rosie: Is

there anything CoAction could do
to make your experience better?
peter: No I found my experience perfect every step
of the way.
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day Services

How do you work in partnership with
families?
dave:

Dave Myler talks to Liam Erridge & Emma Walsh
two of our Day services staff

Liam Erridge

liam: I work in partnership with the families of the
person being supported to enhance an individual’s
goal fulfilment, with phone, face to face, verbal and
written communication.
emma: I would communicate regularly with families
through phone calls, text messages, PCP meetings and
family get togethers in the Hub. As the Hub is very
much community based it creates an environment

How do you plan with the people
you support?

where families feel comfortable calling into.

Can you tell me a bit about how
your role in supporting people to
identify personal goals towards living a
full life?

dave:

goal requires a support team effort which identifies

liam: The main challenges to a person I support in

liam: My role as a support worker in the Day

local and/or national ways to fulfil the person’s goal.

fulfilling their individual goals are, staffing levels

services supports the people we support to

To identify the means to fulfil the identified goal, I

(having adequate staff to support different goal

identify their personal goals, by listening to their

myself and the support team work with the person

achievement on an individual one to one level),

choices in a non-bias way that promotes what the

on an individual level and through team verbal and

accessibility (physical and a level of education supports

individual wants as their own personal goals. To

email based communication PCP, advocacy and local

that suits the individual’s needs).

be able to listen to what the person identifies as

support team meetings.

emma: The Hub is about facilitating each person’s

a life-goal. This means communicating with them

emma: I would always consult with individual first

needs, abilities and interests so each person we

effectively as possible utilising the communication

about goals that they would like to achieve. I would

support can reach their full potential. For example,

methods that suit the person.

then arrange a meeting with the individual and their

you may have ten individuals who all want to do very

emma: I am a support worker in the Hub in

family member/guardian to discuss these goals and

different activities and who require support from staff

Dunmanway. My main role is to ensure that each

develop a timeframe for achieving them.

and being a small team it can cause us to be a bit

dave:

liam: To support the person to plan their personal life

iPad course to improve computer skills so I would
link in with the CETB (Cork Education and Training
Board) to facilitate this. For others it might be to
meet up with friends within CoAction. For example
this year as a group we arranged to meet up with
the Clonakilty CoAction and play indoor soccer on
a weekly basis. While other individual’s like social
weekends away so I supported a group to organise
a weekend away in Killarney to see Derek Ryan.

How do you work with other
members of the staff team to ensure that
goals are achieved with people?

dave:

liam: The support team works together to ensure
individual goal fulfilment for the people we support
with regular meetings to update the other team
members. If attainment of an individual’s goals
are not being achieved, then the support team will
provide supports such as ideas and other supports
where needed, to ensure goal fulfilment for the
person supported.
emma: One of the advantages of Hub’s is small team
groups which makes it easier to check in with each
other on a daily basis and also to plan ahead for each
individual that we support.
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What are the main challenges?

Emma Walsh

stretched at times. Also, in order to facilitate activities

individual’s goals are met. For example, for some
individual’s it may be doing a certain course like an

dave:

it may require travel beyond our local community so
access to transport can be an issue at times.

Have you any suggestions on how
the supports for individuals could be
enhanced?
dave:

liam: An individual’s supports which promote goal
fulfilment can be enhanced with more one to one
supports, more remote learning to access national
based supports/learning opportunities’ and linking in
and having closer ties with other service providers and
mainstream agencies.
emma: It would be great to see more Hub’s opening
within the organisation, as I believe the people we
support have a right to be a part of their own community.
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day Services

residential Services

Chloe Titchener talks
to Emily Cotter who
attends a hub

Siobhan Crowley talks to
Lainey O’Keeffe, residential
services staff member

chloe: What

siobhan: What

do you enjoy most about
coming to the Hub?
emily: I really enjoy it. I like baking with the staff

do you think are the most
important things to consider when
supporting people in their home?

and shopping for the ingredients, because then

lainey: The first thing to consider is that this is

I meet everyone In the shop I know them all and

home! This always has to be the starting point

they are really nice people
chloe: How

do you get supported to
do the things you like doing?
emily: I love to do contact rugby and the staff
drive me there in the bus on Monday mornings.
Staff take me to horse riding and nights out. I
love those things.’
chloe: What

are your goals for the

year?
emily: My big goal is to play matches with my
rugby team (West Cork Jesters) and to stay fit, I
go to howling heart gym on Tuesdays to stay fit. I

week. We fill out a menu plan and each person gets
to choose what they want to eat on a particular night.
We do this with the support of Lámh, iPad, pictures
and discussion. This format informs how we plan the
rest of the week with regard to leisure activities, house
work, entertainment and the places we go to socially.

There are so many facets to this question that it’s
almost impossible to answer in its entirety.
My gut answer is to say that everything is important.
If I consider my own life and ask myself what are
the most important things then it comes down to

How do you ensure everyone’s
voice is heard in the home?
siobhan:

lainey: Making sure that everyone’s voice is heard
can sometimes be difficult when you have strong
individuals living together with diverse needs. We
have a great support network and our staffing ratio is
sufficient to ensure that we are able to get out and

How do you maintain links with
other people who support the individual,
e.g. families and Day Service staff?
siobhan:

enjoy what the community has to offer. We are great
believers in being part of the local community. We like
to be seen as part of the Bantry community. We shop
locally, socialise locally and enjoy the local amenities.

particular choices. If I needed support I would want

lainey: The people who live in the Lawn are in regular

the person supporting me to know me personally.

contact with family and loved ones. They visit home

To know what my needs are in all the different

and are in contact by email, phone calls and by photo

aspects of my life, spiritual, social, physical,

exchange opportunities. As staff members we are in

psychosocial, intellectual etc. I would also want

contact with families on a regular basis discussing

the support to reflect my needs in relation to other

how the individual is; any concerns that they may have

siobhan: What

people I live with and consider the dynamic of the

and resolving any issues. We are also in contact with

role?

group. That’s what we are trying to do.

day staff and keyworkers through phone calls, emails

want to finish my courses in ETB in Dunmanway

My own opinion is that we need to feel for the

to and get my certificates.’

fine line between challenging the people we
support to live their best selves and work as much

and face to face meetings. Person centred plans are
a collaboration between families, day and residential
staff and other support staff.

We make sure everyone has the opportunity to say
what they want to do, especially on weekends when
we have more time to relax.

are the challenges in your

lainey: One of the challenges in providing a residential
service to such a diverse group of people is making
sure that everyone is reaching their full potential. In
life with everyone, not least the men who live in the

there anything you don’t
like about the Hub?

towards independence and self realisation while

The person we support is always at the center of this

supporting vulnerabilities.

process. They choose who they want to be involved in

ourselves to develop and have new experiences. We

emily: Of course not, I love the Hub.

Choice for individuals is so important but can’t be

the process. We talk about goals and what we would

try in the Lawn, to continue growing and developing.

like to achieve in life. Some goals may be achievable

We don’t do it in a vacuum though, we have to thank

and others may not but we encourage ‘dreaming’.

all the background supports that CoAction provide.

For some of the men who communicate differently it

From the senior management team, the Multi D team,

is really important to maintain contacts with family

financial supports to mention a few, who make it

and friends. We do this through emails, skype calls,

possible for us to try to live our “best lives”.

lainey: Personal choice is supported in most things

sending photos and little videos which are fun and

We have a great frontline team too at the Lawn.

we do at the Lawn. We sit down every Monday

informative.

chloe: Is

taken out of the context of living in a group setting.
chloe: Is

there anything else you
would like to say?
emily: There is nice people in the Hub and all
around the town, I know all the people in town
and I talk to everybody.

siobhan: How

is personal choice
supported in the home?

evening and work out what we want to eat for the

Lawn, stagnation can occur when we don’t challenge

Thanks to Elly Gerrits, Laura Cashman, Eileen
O’Sullivan, Helen Hayes, Lucy Troy Wilcox, Carly
Sheilds and Imelda Murnane.
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L: Marie O’Mahony,
R: Christopher Walsh

Adult Services

Christopher Walsh talks to
Marie O’Mahony, RT Support
Worker in Bantry

Carol Harrington talks to CarolAnn Corkery,
Skibbereen Area Manager for Adult Services
Can you tell me about your role
as Area Manager?

carol:

carolann: I am the Skibbereen Area Manager for
Adult Services. I am responsible for the day service,
residential and respite services, home support
and supported living. There are two day service
supports in Skibbereen, the main day centre on
Mardyke Road which supports 34 people and
the second, PosAbilities which is a service that
specifically supports 8 people who have autism.
There are 2 residential houses in Skibbereen that
provide residential and respite supports to people.

What are the most important
things about your role?

carol:

carolann: The most important thing to me in my
role is to make sure that everyone we support has
a say and choice about what they do every day. It
is very important to me that each person is at the
centre of decisions that affect their lives and what
they want to do. Another thing that is very important
to me in my role is safety, to make sure all the
services are safe for the people we support, that we
have the right amount of staff and quality staff and
that I make sure that our day centres and residential
houses are safe.

What are the key challenges in
your work?

carol:

carolann: Sometimes there can be some
challenges in my work. Such as supporting people
to do what they want, for example if someone wants

christopher:

to live on their own, this sometimes won’t be able
to happen straight away, this can be frustrating
for the person we are supporting as it takes time
to plan and get the funding for it. There can be
barriers at times, but it is exciting to overcome
these challenges.

marie: I am a support worker, which means I support people with
a disability or autism. I support people to be independent, to
have a role in their community and to be involved and active in
their area. I am an advocate for people.

Why do you think it is
important for people in CoAction to
make links with other people in the
local community?

christopher:

What do you enjoy most about
your job?

carolann: For me, the part I enjoy the most in
my job is definitely the people I meet, the people
that we support, families, staff and volunteers.
Seeing the people we support achieve their goals,
it is a lovely feeling to see this happen and, I feel
very proud!! Seeing people succeed even if they
have to try something a different way, they are still
trying and that is rewarding to see!!

What do you enjoy about your Job?

marie: I am a people person, you know me Chris, I like to chat
and have fun. I am a “get up and go-er”, and if somebody wants

Carol Harrington

to do something, I like to make sure that it happens. I like to make
a difference in someone’s day. Sometimes it is easy, sometimes
more difficult, but we take one day at a time.
christopher:

Is there anything you don’t like?

marie: I don’t like having to fight for a persons right to be
involved in their community or in education. Systems in schools,
for example, are not set up to accommodate people who need
different kinds of supports. Recently though there appears to be
better awareness
christopher:

carol:

Can you tell me about your Job in

CoAction?

carol:

carolann: The reason for this is the same as it
is for everyone else in the world, when you are
out in your own community you meet likeminded
people. There is a real sense of belonging, which
is so important in everyone’s life, particularly
meeting people with similar interests. There are
so many ways that people in CoAction are making
links with in their local community at the moment,
through volunteering, tidy towns, attending various
courses, yoga classes, Zumba, creative writing, the
list goes on!!

recreational therapy

What do you think is important in

your Job?

CarolAnn Corkery

marie: The main thing is that I get on with everybody, that we
get on and click. It’s important that I know what ye like Chris, and
also what ye don’t like. Because there is no point in sending you
places that you don’t like. (Chris said, “Like the Dancing?”). Yes,
exactly Chris. You tried it and you didn’t like it. You said it wasn’t
for you, and that was it.
christopher:

What do you do for fun?

marie: I like to socialise. I have been doing online dance classes. I
Love fishing we go out on the boat a lot. We went out last Saturday
and Sunday and caught loads of mackerel. We saw dolphins and
even a whale! I love going out for dinner.
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Supported Living

Supported Living

Ann Hurley talks to Patrick Santry,
a person in Supported Living
did you live before
you came to live in your home
here?

Denise Cronin talks to Sarah Cotter, who supports
individuals in Supported Living

ann: Where

patrick: Slip Grove, Bantry, CoAction
Residential House

denise: What

denise cronin

is the difference in
supporting individuals in supported
living in comparison to other services?
sarah: Supporting Individuals in Supported Living

ann: What

are the best things
about living in this home?

is different to supporting someone in a centre

patrick: Independent living, being able to
come and go as I please.

timetable and I am not the ‘Boss’ the individual is. As

or residential setting as there isn’t a structured
it is the individuals home where we do a fair amount
of work I am just a support there to assist them to

ann: What

is different in your life
since you came to live here?

live there best life independently, the individuals’
choices and goals direct how I deliver support.

patrick: I am able to get out more and
live independently with supports

denise: Can

you give some examples of
high points for individuals you have
supported in Supported living?

ann: Is

there anything that is
difficult that you would like some
help with?

sarah: To be called a neighbour, friend or local by

patrick: Not at present - all needs are met
at the moment
ann: Is

there anything else that
you would like to tell me about?

patrick: Nothing springs to mind.

patrick santry

others in the community I feel is a huge recognition

Sarah Cotter

to those living independently and having a place to
call home where you can invite family and friends
for visits, sleepovers and dinner parties I think is
something we all benefit greatly from .

“

in your opinion are some of
the obstacles individuals face in their
journey in Supported Living?

sarah:

Learning

to

live

independently

has

struggles for all of us. We have to master the skills of
housework, shopping, money management, social
etiquette and finding ones place in the community. I
think these are all lifelong learning lessons.

Have you any advice you would
like to share with someone thinking
about living independently in their
community?

DC:

sarah:

For

anyone

contemplating

Living

Independently I would say Go For It! Know that there
are many gone before you now living truly amazing
lives in the Community and with support you too can
have that.

denise: What

is your favourite aspect of
the job in supported living?

there are many now
living truly amazing

lives in the Community
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denise: What

sarah: I thoroughly enjoy working with people in

“

Supported Living mainly because I witness firsthand
the joy it brings to these individuals living in their own
home and I watch their confidence and independence
grow more and more and I feel extremely privileged
that these individuals want me to work with them
and invite me into their homes.
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home share
Bernadette Mc Carthy talks to Evan who is availing of
Home Share, Shared Living and his host carer Mary.
Mary
My name is Mary I am a Host carer with the Home
Share programme within CoAction with the past
two years. Evan stays with us on a full-time basis
and goes home at Easter, Christmas and every third
weekend. He loves going home too. He is part of the
family and we love having him in our home, he just
fits in so well. Evan is a lovely person, he is good,
nice and very funny. He loves the craic.

Home Share is a home based respite service or a full time, shared living
placement provided by individuals, and families in the community who
have been vetted, trained and assessed. Host carers have voiced the
rewarding benefits of opening their homes and their lives to provide

Evan
My name is Evan. I am living in Mary’s house. Mary
has three dogs, my favourite is Scruffy and Rocky.
I like walking around the house, colouring and
animation movies like Transformers. My brother told
me about the new Transformer movie. The music is

short breaks, contract care or shared living to children and adults. Short

by Sebastian Evans, from the producers of Beauty

breaks can vary from a few hours to an overnight stay if desired, contract

I have my teddies; the snake and Eeyore as well as

care is providing care on contracted basis either 10, 16 or 20 nights per
month and shared living is providing full time care to a person.

and the Beast 1991. My bedroom is in Mary’s house.
a TV and DVDs. On my bedroom door I have a Bart
Simpson plate with my name on it.
I like going home at the weekends and visiting my

These breaks offer opportunities for the children and adults availing of

uncle and watching TV with my brother and family.
I like animated T.V series like teenage mutant

CoAction supports to meet new people, widen their social circle, offer

Ninja Turtles 2012, Beauty and the Beast 1991,

new experiences and form new friendships in a homely environment.

Toons Adventures. My favourite character is Obi-Wan

The person supported by CoAction is carefully matched with the host
carer to ensure common interests and hobbies are shared. Below is an

Ghostbusters 2, All Dogs go to Heaven and Tiny
Kenobi. I have drawn a picture of Obi Wan Kenobi
and my host carer Mary. Thanks Mary and CoAction.

We are always looking for more people
throughout West Cork to become host
carers. If you are interested or know
someone who may be interested in
opening their home and providing a
nurturing and welcoming environment

interview with both a host carer and a guest/ person using Home Share

for a child or an adult, contact

and their view on this service?

Emma O’Sullivan or Ber McCarthy

023-8890312
email:bernadettemccarthy@coaction.ie
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Senior Clinical Psychologist

Can you tell me about the
development of Psychology Services in
WCCDS/CoAction?

challenge then the psychologist will draw up a positive

look at the emotional needs of children

behaviour support plan with the individual, family
and staff. This will include lots of proactive strategies

Anna Buckley talks to Dr. Linda McGrath
anna:

and self-esteem assessments or other assessments that

anna:

fuller lives. We have a very cohesive team with many of
the original team members still working.

What interventions do they offer?

linda: Psychologists also offer a wide range of
interventions which can be individually based, group
based or family based. Examples include: Behaviour
management, Mini Me Yoga, Mindfulness groups,

to support the individual. If the person would benefit
from and is interested in individual counselling the
psychologist will arrange to meet up with the person.
Sometimes the psychologist and staff will identify that
there are a number of individuals in an area with similar
needs, and they might ask them if they would like to

Sibshops, Bereavement groups, Stress Management

on a part time basis in the mid-1990s. This psychologist

What kind of assessments do
psychologists provide?

worked with the adults attending the Bantry centre and

linda: Psychologists provide a broad range of

There are many other areas in which psychologists

a small number of children throughout West Cork. The

assessments and interventions to children with complex

are involved. They offer support and training to both

Child and Family Centre in Ardnageeha was established

needs and their families. A referral meeting takes place

parents and staff, particularly in the area of behaviour

in 1996 and a multidisciplinary team was put in place.

monthly, and at this intake meeting, children and their

management. They also offer Autism specific training

Psychologists became part of the core team of therapists.

families are assigned to the different geographical

such as the Early Bird. They have close links with several

vanna: Are there any challenges?

When the centre was first opened, there were under

areas e.g. Bantry and Castletownbere, Dunmanway,

external agencies such as the Child and Adolescent

linda: As a department we are under increasing pressure

ten children enrolled, but the number of children has

Skibbereen and Clonakilty. Children can also be

Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and the National

to deal with existing caseloads and to accommodate new

increased hugely over the years, particularly since the

referred for ASD assessments, and there are currently

Educational Psychological Services (NEPS). And they

referrals. In response to waiting lists we have developed

amalgamation of the HSE and CoAction in 2013 to form

two psychologists in the team who carry out such

also provide support to preschools, primary schools and

a waitlist prioritisation system.

the West Cork Child Development Services (WCCDS).

assessments. All psychologists work as part of one or

secondary schools.

for the psychology team include the wide range of

There are now over 730 children enrolled, of which 135

more local teams and as such attend meetings and work

children have been identified as having an intellectual

closely with other multidisciplinary team members. For

disability.

This number continues to grow annually.

newly-referred children, the standard practice is for

As with children’s services, there has been a serious

them to receive an Initial Team Assessment (ITA). This

linda: The first psychologist was employed by CoAction

development of the adult services and there are now
160 adults availing of day and respite services in many
locations across West Cork. As the service has expanded,

anna:

is usually a play-based or semi-formal assessment by
several members of the multidisciplinary team, and also
includes a structured interview with parents. The role

groups and Social Skills groups.

Can you tell me about the role of
psychology in Adult Services?
anna:

linda: Psychologists work closely with staff in both the
day and respite services and with other members of
the multidisciplinary team. As with children’s services,
psychologists provide a broad range of assessments

of the psychologist in these assessments can vary. It

full-time and four part-time psychologists employed by

can range from conducting the interview with parents,

CoAction and one part-time psychologist employed by

to carrying out a play-based or semi-formal assessment

the HSE. Psychologists provide a broad range of services

or just observing the child.

for both children and adults. Although they all work

psychologist inputs the team report (or delivers it if they

on separate geographical teams, they attend regular

are keyworker) and identifies their future involvement

psychology meetings chaired by the Head of Psychology

with the child and the family. If they are the identified

(CoAction) to plan and coordinate assessments and

keyworker they will carry out a Family Service Plan which

interventions, keep abreast of latest developments and

identifies the family’s priorities for the coming year. As

Following on from an assessment the psychologist will

to ensure continuity of service across all teams.

keyworker, they will also be the main point of contact for

write a report and make recommendations. Sometimes

The work of the psychologist is very varied. In CoAction/

the child and their family.

this will involve a referral to another member of the

WCCDS many psychologists are privileged to build long-

Psychologists also carry out assessments on children who

term relationships with children, adults and their families.

are already enrolled in the WCCDS. These assessments

The psychology department is committed to supporting

can vary considerably and are on a needs basis. They can

and helping individuals to reach their potential and live

include cognitive (IQ), academic, social skills, behaviour,
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an assertive group.
Finally, as with children’s services, psychologists are
involved in delivering staff training, and on occasions
training for parents and families.

Other challenges

developmental profiles presented by children following

so too has the psychology department. There is now one

Following the ITA the

participate in a group such as a bereavement group or

the amalgamation of the HSE and CoAction Children’s
services and the implementation of New Directions for
adults. However, despite ongoing challenges, we do our
best to be flexible and creative and we endeavour to
provide the best possible service to the children and
adults who use our service.

depending on the individual’s needs. These could include
a cognitive (I.Q.) assessment, an academic assessment,
a social skills assessment, a behavioural assessment
or an assessment specifically designed to identify

Dr. Linda McGrath

levels of anxiety, depression or dementia. Requests for
assessments may come from family or staff, and usually
follow on from concerns about the individual.

multidisciplinary team, or to a medical person outside of
the service. Mostly though it will involve the psychologist
delivering some form of intervention. This can take
many forms. If there are problems with behaviours that
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Winnie O’Sullivan

Sophie Sheehan

Volunteering
volunteer Coordinator, Louise O’Leary talks to three
of our volunteers: Paddy O’Conor; Winnie O’Sullivan;
& Sophie Sheehan

louise: What

prompted you to volunteer
with CoAction?

How are you supported in your
volunteering role?

paddy: I have always done some voluntary work
and I wanted to be involved in something that
would help our local community.

paddy: The local staff are very supportive.

winnie: I was the Volunteer Coordinator and
I always said when I retired I would become a
volunteer myself and I did. The reason for that is
that I see the difference the volunteers made to the
people we support in CoAction, so if I could do a
fraction of that myself I was willing to give it a try.
sophie: My mom was CNS organising summer
camps in Dunmanway. I did it for the summer when
I turned 16. I wanted to get more involved in the
community in Dunmanway. I had the time that year.

louise:

What kind of things do you do?

paddy: I play the guitar and sing with the group in
Béara.
winnie: I am a buddy to one of the people CoAction
supports. We go walking, we go to the shops, we did
a trip to Whiddy Island last year when the weather
was good and every day we finish our outing with a
cup of tea or coffee.
sophie: I volunteered for the Summer Camps and
Saturday Club.
We did lots of cooking in the respite house, we
did outings we did swimming. My main role as a
volunteer was to be there to bolster the person we
were supporting as opposed to doing things for them.
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slouise:

winnie: Both Louise (Volunteer Coordinator) and
her predecessor Kirsten have been extremely
supportive. Rose and Ann always let me know if
there are any change to my buddy’s schedule.
sophie: There was a very tight knit support system
from the beginning, it was made clear that there
were multiple people to support us and we were
never in a position where we had to make decisions
ourselves as we always had support from CoAction
staff.

louise: What

do you enjoy about
volunteering?
paddy: I enjoy seeing people having fun, learning
songs and singing along.
winnie: We have great fun, we are always ball
hopping each other. We get on great and the time
flies. Each week when I meet my buddy I ask “how
you are today?” And the response is always the
same, “All the better for seeing you” and that is
what makes it worthwhile.
sophie: I enjoyed seeing the progression
throughout the few weeks and my own ability to
support people. I enjoyed seeing how things have
comes so far in the community and community
inclusion. I enjoyed moving past the disabilities
and seeing the people. It’s a great opportunity to
develop people skills.

louise:

What are the challenges?

paddy: The biggest challenge would be trying to
make sure that all who attend the sessions are
involved and get a chance to talk and to sing. There
is always the danger of one or two monopolising
the session.
winnie: I don’t feel there are any challenges, there
is nothing I could say that comes up as a challenge.
I do enjoy it, if I didn’t, I wouldn’t be doing it. I
wouldn’t change a thing.
sophie: The main challenges were learning to
manage situations on the spot. For example
challenging behaviour. Any challenges I did face I
came out the other side more confident. There was
always team support, it was never just you and the
problem. You were never out on your own.

Is there anything CoAction could do
to make your experience better?
louise:

paddy: No. I enjoy the opportunity to have a singsong
with the group and feel grateful to be involved.
winnie: There are no challenges so you can’t fix things
that are not broken.
sophie: More meetings before summer camp and a
weekly debriefing opportunity so that everyone is on the
same page going forward.

Is there anything else you would like
to add?
louise:

sophie: Since volunteering I have gained great experience
and it has allowed me to begin working as a staff member
in Saturday clubs and summer camps. The opportunities
that CoAction has given me since my volunteering as
a 16-year-old have been great and it has allowed me
progress down the line of work. Volunteering is not only
a great way to get involved, it is also a gateway to future
employment within the organisation.
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Volunteering
volunteer Coordinator, Louise O’Leary talks to
two of the people we support about their
relationship with their volunteers.

Julie Collins tells us about
her ‘Buddy’ Winnie
What kind of things do you do with
Winnie?
louise:

julie: I go walking, shopping and for coffee with Winnie
louise:

What do you enjoy most about this time?

julie: I enjoy Winnie’s company and love getting out and about
louise:

Who decides when you meet Winnie?

julie: I always decide when to meet Winnie

Can you tell me about an achievement in
your sport?
louise:

julie: Last year when I won Senior bowling in Armagh, there was
a big party, my family, friends and Togher Cross Bowling club were
all at it. There was a great night of celebrations.
louise How

it is all working for you?

julie: I am very happy with everything
louise Is

there anything you would like to change
or do in a different way?

julie: No, I wouldn’t like to change anything, everything is
perfect

L: Winnie o”sullivan
R: julie collins

L: John murphy

R: mike collins

Mike Collins tells us about his road bowling
coach, John one of our volunteers
How often do you train?

mike: As often as I can. My neighbour John
Murphy is my coach. In the evenings after
work I will call him, or he will call me and we
meet to throw a few shots of a bowl. I enjoy
this and I am getting better all the time.

country to meet with different people, we
meet the same people again the following
year and that is nice. I also go bowling each
weekend in my local community with the
local club Togher Cross Bowling. I get to meet
people in my local community who have the
same interests as me.

What do you enjoy about
bowling?

louise:

louise:

louise:

mike: I enjoy the exercise and I enjoy getting
out meeting different people.

How has bowling changed
your life?
louise:

Can you tell me about an
achievement in your sport?
mike: Last year when I won Senior bowling
in Armagh, there was a big party, my family,
friends and Togher Cross Bowling club were all
at it. There was a great night of celebrations.

mike: I get to travel to different parts of the
70
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Branch committees
we talk to the chairs of our five branches

christopher:

Chairperson of the Béara Branch
Wayne O’Sullivan talks to Emma Smith.
emma:

Can you tell us about the work of the
Branch in Béara?

challenges we face in the Branch currently is the lack of
new members joining the Branch.

wayne: The work of the Béara branch consists of the
following:

emma: Are there any new members in the local

• Organising seasonal events throughout the year such
as the Christmas Fair (which has proven to be a huge
success year on year),

wayne: Yes we welcomed one new member to the
committee this year - John D O Sullivan.

• Dealing with different issues that crop up during the
year and
• General tasks that involve us working on behalf all the
people that attend CoAction Béara in trying to make their
lives better.
For the majority of 2019, we spent a lot of time meeting
with the Fisherman’s Co-Op and the CEO of CoAction each of us working towards the same goal - to use the
money that was donated and find a suitable property.
Previous to this donation, we always had a dream of what
we would like to do and what we would like to achieve
but they were just dreams. Now they can become a
reality which we aim to achieve in 2020/21.
emma:

What were the highlights of 2019?

wayne: The highlights of 2019 were as follows:
• The Annual Christmas Fair which brought the community
together. Local businesses sold their local crafts and it
was a very enjoyable day for everyone.
• Working with the Fisherman’s Co-Op in trying to get a
Hub or a House with their generous donation.

What do you see as the key opportunities
and challenges for the Branch at this time?

emma:

wayne: The key opportunities for the Béara Branch
is extending our assets in the locality as we are very
remote i.e. Housing or Community Hub. One of the key
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which enables the views of parents and supporters to
be fed through. Branch members attending report back
appropriate information to the Branch. In addition to this
the Branch undertakes fundraising initiatives such as the
Annual Craft Fair, the Club Draw and events.

area?

emma:

What do you enjoy most about your role?

wayne: In my opinion, the best thing about the role
is working with the committee to achieve different
objectives and goals every year and watching the
progress we make in the community. We are committed
to improving the lives of all the people who attend
CoAction Béara and we try to do this by organising
different events. I really do enjoy getting all the different
feedback and listening to new ideas from the different
people who attend our meetings but most of all getting
to know and meeting the people attend CoAction Béara.

Chairperson of the Bantry Branch, Kyria Conner
talks to Christopher Walsh

Can you tell us, the readers about
the work of the Bantry branch?

christopher:

kyria: CoAction was founded by parents and individuals
in the local community who were concerned about the
lack of disability services.
The Branch carries on this work and it is made up of local
people who have an interest in supporting the work of
CoAction. The Branches play an important role in ensuring
transparency and accountability for the organisation
as a whole. Staff meet with the Branch to keep them
informed on activities and progress. Members of the
Branch are elected to the Board and its four committees

What were the highlights of 2019?

kyria: Besides ongoing fundraising activities such as
Sunday night bingo at the Boys Club, The Annual Craft Fair is
always a very successful event and raises the most funding
for CoAction Bantry Branch. Besides that, the Branch held
a Family fun Day in partnership with the Bantry Lions Club
during the summer including face painting, a paint balling
game, bouncy castle, music, BBQ and refreshments. We
were also very pleased to attend the consultations about
the Strategic Plan for CoAction and discussions about the
challenges of running the organisation.

What do you see as the Key
Opportunities and Challenges for the Branch at
this time?

christopher:

kyria: Continuing to raise funding is always a challenge
but the Bantry Branch works hard to ensure that we hold
sufficient events in order to do so, and we hope to do so
again in the coming year.
The ongoing restructuring of CoAction and Friends of
CoAction also raises issues. Many new demands are
being placed upon the organisation which creates huge
demands on staff. The Branch is aware of how difficult
this must be and the important role the Branch can
play in providing input into developments within the
organisation.
I see the Branches responsibility and major challenge
to engage more closely with users and parents seeking
to ensure any future service remains true to CoAction’s
roots and original aspirations. Seeking to get parents and
users to engage with the Branch is an ongoing challenge
but one that is becoming increasingly important as the
organisation grows and changes.
We are also aware of the importance of, where we can,
to support the work of the organisation in rolling out the
strategic plan, to be a source of support and lobbying to
secure government funding and also provide support and
oversight

christopher:

Are there any new members in the

local area?
kyria: We were pleased last year to welcome a new
person onto the Branch, Mary McCarthy, who is also the
parent of a person being supported by CoAction. The
Branch is always looking for new members.
christopher:

What do you enjoy most about the

role?
kyria: Being able to support the work of such an
excellent and vital organisation in West Cork is very
fulfilling. I believe CoAction is a maverick, providing
unique services which have a very significant impact for
individuals, communities and families in West Cork. I am
very happy to champion their cause wherever possible.
christopher:

Is there anything else you would

like to add?
KC: None of the work of the Branch would be possible
without the support of individuals and local businesses.
I’d like to thank each and every member of the Branch for
their help and support and to supporters and friends who
have been so generous to the organisation in the past year.
To name but a few, the Westlodge Hotel for their
continued much valued support with the Annual Craft
Fair, a lot of work goes into this successful event. Thanks
to Bríd Coughlan for her wonderful organisation and
all who assist. Thanks to all who support the weekly
Sunday night bingo at the Boys Club, and to Tess Healy
who organises this event. Also thanks to Jim O’Keefe,
GW Biggs Group who have provided so much wonderful
support and thanks to Bantry Lions Club for their work in
running the Family Fun Day.
Finally, thanks to the CoAction West Cork Board and
Friends of CoAction for all their work to ensure the future
of CoAction services. I would also like to pay tribute to
the commitment and time that my fellow Bantry Branch
members contribute, year in, year out.
Chairperson of the Clonakilty Branch
Anna Buckley talks to Mary White

Can you tell us about the work of the
Branch in Clonakilty?

mary:

anna: It is a way for parents to get involved in CoAction
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services. They can become Branch members, and have a
voice in decision making . the branch members can liaise
with the manager of Clonakilty centre if they have any
general concerns or issues.

Chairperson of the Dunmanway Branch Pat
Holland talks to Patrick Santry

What were the highlights of 2019?

pat: In recent years, the Branch has developed by
coordinating various fundraising events. The Branch also
has a function in providing information to members and
is a form of support to CoAction members.

mary:

anna: 2019 was a sad year for CoAction. In October we
lost Jean Buttimer, one of our founding members. She
did trojan work to get the Clonakilty centre built. She
fundraised and did not stop until the site and funds
for Clonakilty centre were put in place. It is a lasting
memorial to her.

What do you see as the key opportunities
and challenges for the Branch at this time?

mary:

anna: Some parents are great to help with the Branch.
Others, because of lack of help at home and time
constraints are not able to do so. Ideally we would like
to see all families get involved. They would be a great
support to one another.
mary:

Are there any new members in the local

area?
anna: There are a lot of younger children using the
Children’s services, and we would like their families to
get involved. There is a shortage of funding everywhere,
so we need a strong voice to speak up on behalf of
people who use CoActions services.
mary:

What do you enjoy most about your role?

anna: The people who use CoAction services are always
so lively and cheerful, that it is a pleasure to be with
them. The painting above is placed at the reception in
Clonakilty Adult Services and it really says it all!!
mary:

Is there anything else you would like to

Can you tell us about the work of the
Branch in Dunmanway?

patrick:

patrick:

What were the highlights for 2019?

pat: The Bingo in Dunmanway and the annual Mallabracka
threshing, held in the birth place of Sam Maguire were
two of the highlights of 2019. The Mallabracka threshing
is coordinated by CoAction Branch members, local
volunteers and the wider Dunmanway community.

What do you see as the key
opportunities and challenges for the Branch at
this time?
patrick:

pat: The key challenge is to recruit new and young
members to the branch. I am hopeful that ‘The Road
Ahead’ will provide a clearer plan for the future.
patrick: Are there any new members in the local

area?
pat: It is a huge challenge to recruit new members to
the Branch.
patrick:

What do you enjoy most about your

role?
pat: I enjoy seeing things evolve from plans and being
brought to life for the people who avail of CoAction
services e.g. getting to see people living independently
in their own home is wonderful. This provides one
example of how fundraising has been used in real life.
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Chairperson of the Skibbereen Branch Sheila
Carroll talks to Mary Lawlor.

Can you tell us (the Readers) about the
work of the Branch in Skibbereen?
mary:

sheila: Skibbereen Branch is a strong and active branch.
We have about 20 members and we would have about
ten or twelve people at most meetings. We meet at the
CoAction centre on the 3rd Tuesday of every month at
7.30pm and we would welcome any new members or
lapsed members.
Area Manager Carolann Corkery gives a report on the
activities, staffing and training that’s occurring in the
centre. We discuss the programmes with Carolann and
sometimes volunteers help with some activities such
as music, swimming and road bowling. If we have any
queries she would endeavour to have answers for us for
the next meeting if required.
The Treasurer gives a financial report and the committee
discuss upcoming fundraising. We are very lucky in
Skibbereen that we have such a hard working committee
and that we get such great support from the community.
This year we raised €79,282.68.
Our representatives on the boards of Friends of
CoAction and CoAction West Cork CLG update us on any
developments that would be appropriate.
There would usually be a discussion on the needs of the
families and what we can do to advocate and support
them.

patrick:

What was the highlight of the year 2019
for the Branch?

pat: Our fundraising would not be possible without
the huge amount of help from everyone on the Branch,
the people who help organise different functions and

sheila: One of the highlights of the year was the
outstanding success of the Club Draw where we raised
nearly €44,000. So a sincere thank you to all the sellers
and everyone that supported us. Another highlight of the

mary:

add?
anna: I would like to encourage all families to get
involved in the Branch to help get the necessary services
for their loved ones.

outside organisations, who run fundraisers on our behalf.
To everyone who supports the work of the Branch in any
way, I want to say a big thank you.

Is there anything else that you would
like to add?

year was the great success of the CoAction group who
took part in the ALL-Ireland Road Bowling in Armagh. We
had a great night in the Coachmans Inn on their return to
celebrate their achievements.

What do you see as the key opportunities
and challenges faced by the Branch at this time?

mary:

sheila: Now that we have the extra vehicle which we
in Skibbereen has been seeking for a number of years,
there will be more opportunities to take individuals and
groups to a lot more activities and in this regard I hope
the volunteers can help.
As we now have new representatives on the board I hope
this will give us more of an input into the development
of CoAction.
The great challenge for the Branch is to get new members.
It is not all about fundraising as committee members and
all volunteers can do so much to help the individuals and
their families.
mary:

Are there any new members in the local

area?
sheila: This year we got 2 new members, but we would
really like you to help if this is your local area and if you
could give up just a few hours of the year.
mary:

What do you enjoy most about your role?

sheila: There is a great sense of satisfaction whenever
the committee help out at fundraising events. When
we have social outings with the people supported by
CoAction they are always most enjoyable.
In Skibbereen we have two day centres and two respite
houses. Our aim is to also have a 7 day residential house.
We have been actively working towards this for the last
few years as we know it is urgently needed.
The Newletter is very welcome and we feel it is a great
way of communicating with the families.
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Image credit: Noel Deasy, Adult Services Skibbereen
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financial report
A full set of financial statements is available on the
CoAction website: www.coaction.ie

2019

2018

Payroll costs

€ 6,709,543

€ 6,230,791

Depreciation

€ 492,221

€ 481,727

Transport costs

€ 133,451

€ 118,196

Building Repairs & Renewals

€ 223,284

€ 203,588

Insurance

€ 126,072

€ 137,048

I.T. & Office expenses

€ 175,520

€ 159,414

Light, Heat & Telephone

€ 116,236

€ 107,828

Housekeeping

€ 118,589

€ 111,160

Adult training resources etc.

€ 59,156

€ 57,189

Staff travel

€ 77,932

€ 62,191

Rent & Rates

€ 84,176

€ 69,214

Staff recruitment & training

€ 118,388

€ 78,847

Professional & contract fees

€ 182,133

€ 93,077

Training allowances

€ 24,399

€ 27,745

Expenditure
2019

2018

Gross Income

€ 8,624,741

€ 7,850,963

Operating Expenses

€ 8,729,591

€ 8,005,673

Operating Deficit

€ (104,850)

€ (154,710)

2019

2018

Income
€ 8,396,186

€ 7,603,623

€ 60,050

€ 61,086

Summer Camp/Saturday Club

€ 8,380

€ 7,860

Summer camp/Sat Club non pay

€ 14,197

€ 13,783

Gross Income from Activities

€ 3,120

€ 2,923

Therapy resources

€ 21,383

€ 22,761

Misc Income/Grants

€ 3,852

€ 12,531

Affiliation/memberships

€ 14,367

€ 18,554

€ 640

€ 1,120

Miscellaneous

€ 6,820

€ 4,738

€-

€ 973

Bank Interest & Charges

€ 1,525

€ 1,672

€ 11

€ 250

Auditors’ remuneration

€ 6,199

€ 6,150

€ 152,502

€160,597

€ 24,000

-

€ 8,624,741

€ 7,850,963

€ 8,729,591

€ 8,005,673

HSE
Rental income

Membership fees
CE Grant
Deposit Interest
Grant Ammortisation
Total income
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Loss on disposal of asset
Total Expenditure
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you matter too!
you can help us if you wish

Coaction is dependent on support
from the local community in order to
continue deliver quality services to
children and adults with disabilities
and autism throughout West Cork.
Due to the current economic climate
and cuts in our funding, we need this
support more than ever. You can help
in any of the following ways:
Volunteer your time and skills
There are a number of volunteering roles
within CoAction. All our volunteers receive
training and work closely with our trained
staff. We work with volunteers to ensure their
experience with CoAction is meaningful and
rewarding. Our volunteers have told us they
feel proud of the difference they can make and
the people we support continue to benefit
from the relationships that are formed with the
volunteers who join us.
If you have some free time - it doesn’t matter
how much or how little - and would like to
explore the rewarding and challenging role of
volunteering please call and have a chat with
our Volunteer Coordinator at 027 50114 or 086
043 0310 or volunteering@coaction.ie
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Help with fundraising
Join your local branch

To contribute to fundraising you can:

We are always looking for volunteers to join
our local branches. Our branches promote
and represent CoAction in their own areas
and develop opportunities for fundraising.
Branches are located in Bantry, Béara,
Skibbereen, Clonakilty and Dunmanway. For
more information contact your local Branch
Chairperson or call 027 50114.

1. Organise a fundraising event on our
behalf. If you have an idea for a fundraiser,
we would love to hear from you. Please get
in touch with your local branch chairperson
or you can call us on 027 50114.

Create employment opportunities:

3. Buy an annual Club Draw ticket.

If you are an employer you could provide
valuable work experience opportunities in
your community. Supported employment
is a community based model of support to
assist people in accessing meaningful job
opportunities in their local community. The aim
of this model is to identify vacancies available
locally that match the skills and goals of the
people we support. Supports are provided
by job coaches as required and opportunities
can range from short term work experience
through to supported work placements and
independent employment positions.
If you are a business / employer with a vacancy
and would like to benefit from welcoming one
of our skilled and dedicated people to your
team, please contact 027 50114 to be put in
touch with your local job coach.

2. Support one of CoAction’s
fundraising events.

4. Support our annual Church Gate
Collections.
5. Raise sponsorship through participation
in events (e.g. marathon’s etc.) on behalf
of CoAction.

talk to us us on

027 50114

6. Leave a lasting gift:
By leaving a gift to CoAction West Cork in your
will, you can continue to support our services.
Many people feel that they are unable to give
as much support during their lifetime as they
would like to. By including CoAction West Cork
in your will, you don’t have to exclude your loved
ones, as no bequest is too little. Making a will is
a simple procedure and ensures that your wishes
will be carried out after your death and that
what you have left behind is allocated according
to your wishes. It is always advisable that you
seek the professional advice of a solicitor when
drawing up a will.
CoAction is registered for the Charitable
Donation Scheme. If you donate to CoAction,
the amount we receive can be enhanced
through this scheme. To obtain a Form CHY4 or
more information please email: info@coaction.ie
or go to: www.revenue.ie
Thank you. For further information on any of the
above please contact us on 027 50114.
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Image credit: Holland Skibb-Bantry

Hugh Congratulations to Aisling Camier, the winner of this year’s front cover art competition.
Aisling has been attending PosAbilites in Skibbereen since 2016. Art is a daily part of Aishling’s life
and she enjoys painting with lots of bright colour. Aisling was successful in completing a QQI level 3
Art and Design course in Skibbereen in 2018. Aisling’s mother Chris said “Aisling loves art, especially
aisling & her mum Chris

painting, any day Aisling can paint is a good day and it definitely matters to her!”

A Special Thank You CoAction would sincerely like to thank all those who in some way have touched the lives of the children and
adults whom we support. Our vision for mainstream involvement and community inclusion is made possible by so many people as well
as agencies and organisations who play a vital role in supporting people to live the life that they want in their own community. There are
too many of you to mention by name but we know who you are and to you we extend our deepest gratitude. We look forward to your
continued support. We would like to sincerely thank all of the contributors to this Annual Report who have helped bring our stories to
life on these pages.
In Memoriam CoAction would like to remember all those dear to us who passed away during 2019. May they rest in peace.

E M P OW E R • S U P P O RT • C A R E

For more information on CoAction visit www.coaction.ie
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or www.facebook.com/coactionwestcork
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